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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Did you know there's a massive trucker convoy protesting COVID jab mandates in Ottawa,

Canada? You're forgiven if you missed it, because this gigantic movement received very minimal

coverage in the conventional press for the Erst week or so. Ditto for similar trucker protests

forming in other countries, such as Australia and Germany.

The Canadian Freedom Convoy

The Canadian "Freedom Convoy" started pulling into Ottawa January 29, 2022, gathering in front

of the Parliament building. According to The New York Times:

"The convoy was organized in response to a regulation, implemented this month, that

requires truckers returning from the United States to show proof of vaccination. But in

recent days, it has broadened to include Canadians critical of pandemic restrictions in

general, and of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau ...

Private cars and pickup trucks greatly outnumbered the heavy trucks that made up the

convoy in its Erst days. Throughout Saturday, the vehicles clogged the streets in and

around Parliament, most of them bearing Fags or signs denouncing public health

measures related to the pandemic.

Thousands of protesters on foot, many carrying handmade signs on hockey sticks,

wandered through the parked vehicles and the slow-moving traHc or gathered on the

lawn in front of Parliament ... Few people appeared to be following Ontario's rules

requiring social distancing and masks at crowded, outdoor gatherings ...

Several Canadian news outlets reported that Mr. Trudeau and his family had been moved

out of their oHcial residence by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police as a precaution."

Trudeau Shows His True Colors

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau initially tried to downplay the protest, referring to it as a

"small fringe minority" of people "who hold unacceptable views" and don't represent the views of

Canadians. It boggles the mind to think how rapidly our countries have spiraled into

authoritarianism where the very idea of freedom is now "unacceptable."

We can't be surprised, however. It's no secret that the World Economic Forum, which is leading

the technocratic takeover of the whole world, has penetrated the cabinet of Trudeau and many

other countries. WEF head and founder Klaus Schwab admitted it in 2017.

Once this "fringe minority" descended on Ottawa, however, Trudeau ran. Not only was he escorted

out of his oXcial residence, as reported by The New York Times, he's also said to have tested

positive for COVID and will be in isolation for a week.

Countless videos illustrate just how out of touch Trudeau's comments are, and that's putting it

kindly. Along highways and overpasses, in the city and outside of it, Canadians have gathered in

astounding numbers to cheer the truckers on, everywhere thanking them for taking up this

peaceful Eght for freedom.

While the actual number of trucks involved is still unknown, it seems reasonable to assume it's in

the thousands. According to Local 12 News,  the convoy could be a "world-record setter" in terms

of its size — an estimated 70 kilometers or some 43.5 miles.

The truckers have vowed to stay put until the Canadian government agrees to roll back all federal

mandates, including the vaccine mandate and the vaccine passport.

Covert Surveillance Is Here

In the video above, Jimmy Dore plays an interview with Benjamin Dichter, one of the organizers of

the Freedom Convoy, who describes how Canada has already rolled out previously unknown

technology that scans and reads a trucker's passport and vaccine status on approach, without

them actually having to show any papers or display their vaccine QR code on their phone.

Their cell phones pop up automatically on the border agent's screen as they approach the station,

and the cell phone is automatically linked to the driver's passport and vaccine card, which are

also displayed automatically.

So much for right to medical privacy! The secret surveillance and tracking we've been warning

about is here, or at the least at the Canadian border. The question is, where else it might be

deployed without our knowledge?

Google Runs Is Part and Parcel of the Surveillance State

For years, I've warned people about the creeping surveillance state, of which Google is a

signiEcant part. If you still haven't ditched Google products from your life (which include

Android), now's a good time to start. In early 2020, I interviewed Robert Epstein, Ph.D., who for

the last decade has helped expose Google's manipulative and deceptive practices. As noted by

Epstein, Google's powers pose three very speciEc threats to society:

1. They're a surveillance agency with signiEcant yet hidden surveillance powers — The Google

search engine, Google Wallet, Google Docs, Google Drive, Gmail, Google Chrome browser,

YouTube, Android phones, Google home devices like Nest and Google wearables like Fitbit

are all surveillance platforms that work together.

Android cell phones, for example, which are a Google-owned operating system, can track

you even when you're not connected to the internet, whether you have geo tracking enabled

or not, and even if your phone is turned off.

As soon as you reconnect to the internet, all that information stored in your phone is sent to

Google. So, even though you may think you've just spent the day incognito, the moment you

reconnect, every step you've made is shared (provided you had your phone with you).

Google is also tracking your movements online even if you're not using their products,

because most websites use Google Analytics, which tracks everything you do on a website.

And, you have no way of knowing whether a website uses Google Analytics or not. The only

way to protect yourself against this would be to use a VPN.

2. They're a censoring agency — Google has a unique ability to restrict or block access to

websites across the internet, thus deciding what people can and cannot see. They even have

the ability to block access to entire countries and the internet as a whole.

The most crushing problem with this kind of internet censorship is that you don't know what

you don't know. If a certain type of information is removed from your search, and you don't

know it should exist somewhere, you'll never go looking for it. And, when searching for

information online, how would you know that certain websites or pages have been removed

from the search results in the Erst place? The answer is, you don't.

For example, Google has been investing in DNA repositories for quite a long time, and are

adding DNA information to our proEles. According to Epstein, Google has taken over the

national DNA repository, but articles about that — which he has cited in his own writings —

have all vanished.

3. They have the power to manipulate public opinion through search rankings and other means

— In so doing, they have the ability to shape the opinions, beliefs, thoughts, attitudes,

purchases, behavior and votes of billions of people, all without anyone realizing they're being

manipulated. They don't even leave a paper trail for authorities to trace. As noted by Epstein:

"They're using new techniques of manipulation that have never existed before in

human history and they are for the most part, subliminal … but they don't produce

tiny shifts. They produce enormous shifts in people's thinking, very rapidly. Some of

the techniques I've discovered are among the largest behavioral effects ever

discovered in the behavioral sciences."

In his article  "Seven Simple Steps Toward Online Privacy," Epstein outlines his recommendations

for protecting your privacy while surEng the web, most of which don't cost anything.

Vaxxed or Unvaxxed — People Want Freedom

Now, don't get me wrong, I love Jimmy Dore as we both grew up in a poor neighborhood in

Chicago and I love his humor. But for the record, while Dore tells his audience that the COVID jab

will protect you from severe illness and death, I disagree. Mounting evidence suggests it might

actually destroy your natural immune function, especially after the third dose.

Be that as it may, Dore rightfully states that being against mandates and vaccine passports isn't a

cause restricted to the unvaccinated. He, Dichter and countless others who have received the jab

did so because they wanted to protect themselves, but they're not willing to give up their

freedoms and live in a totalitarian state.

A Political Tsunami

The good news is that, for whatever reason, the Canadian Freedom Convoy has captured the

attention and hearts of the global population — even with mainstream media ignoring and/or

minimizing it for days. As noted by Ron Paul in the Liberty Report above, it's turning into "a

political tsunami."

Truck driver is one of the most common jobs in North America, and perhaps around the world,

which might explain the wide appeal of this movement, and how news of it spread so rapidly and

organically despite media blackouts and social media censorship. Another reason is probably

because people recognize the leverage truckers as a group have.

For example, nearly 70% of all goods freight transported annually in the U.S. are delivered by

truck.  In Canada, that percentage is closer to 90%.  When thousands of truck drivers stop

delivering goods and instead honk their air horns outside a government building, the effects are

bound to rapidly become noticeable in the form of empty shelves.

Anyone tired of living in Orwellian dystopia recognizes that this kind of leverage over the political

class is far more signiEcant than people marching in the streets with signs — which is what

Europeans have been doing every weekend for months on end, to no avail.

The Rise of Global Freedom Convoys

Inspired and encouraged by the Canadian trucker movement, truckers in other countries are now

organizing their own Freedom Convoys.  In Europe, a European Freedom Convoy will meet up in

Brussels, February 14, 2022, and remain there "until vaccination passports and associated

restrictions are abolished" across the European Union.

Australia also rapidly started organizing a Freedom Convoy to gather outside the Parliament

House in Canberra, starting January 31, 2022.  Within days, the OXcial Convoy to Canberra

Facebook page had gathered 170,400 members.  Facebook has now removed the group.

“ The government needs to really take a look at
what the American people want. And they don't
want mandates. ~ Jeremy Johnson, DC Freedom
Convoy Coordinator”

In the U.S., American truckers are planning a DC Freedom Convoy. Facebook was quick in

deleting their page, though — a move its organizers blasted as "Censorship at its Enest." As

reported by Fox News:

"The group, titled 'Convoy to D.C. 2022,' acted as a place for truckers to plan and

coordinate their trek from California to Washington, D.C. Jeremy Johnson, who set up the

Facebook group, said his personal account was also removed, prompting him to contact

a civil rights attorney to discuss the next steps ...

[Mike] Landis, a trucker involved in the freedom convoy, told host Carley Shimkus that

this movement is 'a long time coming.' He said Americans are tired of the 'government

overreach' and criticized politicians for, as he believes, not following the Constitution.

'The presence of that amount of people that show that they are unhappy with what's

going on is a good way to hopefully get their attention,' he said. Johnson and Brase

anticipate a wide range of Americans, not only truckers, will come out to support their

cause.

'This crosses all genders, all races, all sexual orientations, all occupations,' Brase said.

'Truckers might be standing up, but it's not about the truckers. It's about America.' The

group's goal is to end vaccine mandates through peaceful protests. 'The government

needs to really take a look at what the American people want,' Johnson said. 'And they

don't want mandates.'"

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored

Library has Enally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again

able to share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to

access my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com

before anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on

Substack.
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It’s interesting how all the racists, insurrectionists, misogynists, science-deniers and terrorists decided on trucking careers… what are

the odds! But I’m thinking maybe these folks should just stick to trucking; as racists and terrorists they’re doing a terrible job. Spreading

love and good cheer… waving Canadian pags… braving the cold with smiles, high-Eves, music and dancing… making it a family-friendly

event… being highly informed and articulate on the science and political issues… supporting each other and peacefully taking a stand

on principles… inspiring their nation and the world… these are the worst terrorists I’ve ever seen. No wonder Turdeau is upset. No

violence? No looting and burning down the city? Stick to trucking guys; in fact, maybe even take a break from trucking for a while: just

leave your trucks parked there in Ottawa for a good long time to ponder the errors of your ways.
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Yes, David, WE TRUST THE TRUCKERS !!! “THESE are the times that try men’s souls. The summer soldier and the sunshine patriot

will, in this crisis, shrink from the service of their country; but he that stands by it now, deserves the love and thanks of man and

woman. Tyranny, like hell, is not easily conquered; yet we have this consolation with us, that the harder the conpict, the more

glorious the triumph. What we obtain too cheap, we esteem too lightly: it is dearness only that gives every thing its value. Heaven

knows how to put a proper price upon its goods; and it would be strange indeed if so celestial an article as FREEDOM should not

be highly rated.” Thomas Paine, December 13, 1776.

- WHO EMBODIES THAT STATEMENT? TRUDEAU OR THE TRUCKERS? - IN THE US, THE FDA, ABOUT TO APPROVE THE

POISONOUS COVID VACCINES FOR SIX-MONTH-OLD BABIES…OR THE CANADIAN TRUCKERS?

blog.nomorefakenews.com/.../truckers-forever  (02/09/2022)................./////  Great update on the Freedom Rally movement also

in Australia. As numbers rise increasing the people's voice of discontent and disgust saying enough is enough to the dictatorial

governments across Australia.

This is the game-changer as the pending passive removal of establishment self-serving politicians expands every day. Sheer

weight of public dissension suggests removal of the entrenched political maEa is well underway in Canberra. The participants

are not going to leave the capital until they are sure that the senseless and immoral blockades will stop. RICCADO BOSSI,

GRAHAM HOOD AND JOHN LARTER FROM CANBERRA RALL

rumble.com/vubenq-riccado-bossi-graham-hood-and-john-larter-from-canbe..  (02/07/2022)
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CHD, proposes that friends and neighbors to organize your own convoy. Decorate your cars with red signs and messages, and

drive to the FDA, PEzer headquarters, Washington, DC, your state capital, legislative oXces, or Board of Health meetings. Wear

red and wave red signs. Many parents are unaware of these risks as they are bombarded daily with a different “safe and

effective” narrative from the mainstream media and captured agencies. Let's break this propaganda with our new educational

pyer "Children and the COVID Vaccine: A Second Opinion" that contains the facts about the real indicators of risk and harm that

are happening.

Informed consent is the basis for all health care decisions, and if the general public is not aware of these risks, they are not
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Global Trucker Convoys Protest Mandates
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

The Canadian “Freedom Convoy” started pulling into Ottawa January 29, 2022, gathering in front of the Parliament building. They have

vowed to stay put until the Canadian government agrees to roll back all federal mandates, including the vaccine mandate and the vaccine

passport

)

Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has tried to downplay the protest, referring to it as a “small fringe minority” of people “who hold

unacceptable views” and don’t represent the views of Canadians

)

As the convoy descended on Ottawa, Trudeau moved out of his residence and then claimed to have contracted COVID and that he would

remain in isolation for a week

)

Inspired and encouraged by the Canadian trucker movement, truckers in other countries are now organizing their own Freedom Convoys. In

Europe, a European Freedom Convoy will meet up in Brussels, February 14, 2022, and remain there “until vaccination passports and

associated restrictions are abolished” across the European Union

)

Australia also organized a Freedom Convoy to gather outside the Parliament House in Canberra, starting January 31, 2022, and in the U.S.,

American truckers are planning a DC Freedom Convoy

)
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making truly informed decisions. CREATE “DEFENDER DAYS” WITHIN YOUR COMMUNITY AND GO OUT AND DO THIS IN TEAMS!

BE OUR ARMY OF TRUTH AND HELP GET THIS INFORMATION OUT THERE

childrenshealthdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/CovidVaccinesInChildren_..  .....................///////

childrenshealthdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/CovidVaccinesInChildren2..  ......................//////// BRITISH CHILDREN UP TO 52

TIMES MORE LIKELY TO DIE FOLLOWING A COVID SHOT: GOV’T REPORT

www.lifesitenews.com/news/children-in-britain-up-to-52-times-more-like..  (02/02/2022)
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Being there in Ottawa twice so far - it has been a fabulous experience. I fully support the truckers, farmers, and supporters of this

movement. It made me proud as a Canadian - the Erst time in two years. I hope the globe takes up this concept and trucks with

it. :)
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Darzoum and everyone, Here's the latest with 1.2 million views from last night: Fox News (which is covering this topic) on the

Canadian Freedom Convoy, and the US response? Ending with pooding of migrants across the US southern border - "Will Cain:

Canada trucker protest may end with a twist involving America" - https://youtu.be/4igyORleD2M  - and hang on to the next Fox

Sean Hannity late evening show, with on the street in Ottawa interviews of Canadians.
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Good one, David; and it's great that Dr. Mercola is putting this out there! There is one minor correction, though. Initially; the story

was that 'Justine' was exposed to someone who tested positive; although he, himself, tested negative. He stated that he decided

to "self-isolate" out of an abundance of precaution; or however he put it. Of course, he was only concerned for others! The real

story is that the chickenshit went into hiding, so that he wouldn't have to face the truckers - you know...that "fringe" minority! This

scumsucker is the worst thing that ever happened to Canada! As soon as he got into oXce, he began selling out Canada to his

commie friends! It's ironic that the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms was signed by his father! Check out the signature at

the bottom. www.canada.ca/content/dam/pch/documents/services/download-order-charte..
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Hopium daily-messenger.com/the-trucker-convoy-2022
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Great posts all! Truckers, Hero's to Zero's. All Essential Workers, hospital workers, some doctors, especially at Wally World aka

Walmart, Micky D's, Pizza $#-+, Liquor Stores & more, were & still are HEROS! Now it's Predator$ narrative they're zeros. Racist,

insurrectionist, Tony deniers, terrorist, radical right wingers, Trumptards. See how fast the System can change the narrative, who

or what you are? Keep in mind with Jimmy Dore, Rogan, Russel Brand right now it's important to have outlets where people do

what Predator$ hate most, being Together - Together. Having deep, meaningful conversations exploring life & opinions whether

one agrees with the other or not, evolving Ending common ground.

We don't & most likely never will agree 100%, because it's healthy & the way it's supposed to be. "When everybody is thinking the

same thing, then somebody is not thinking." Gen. Patton. 100% with Doc, currently Jimmy expresses Jab/s may protect you, but

you alone. But, I also realize Jimmy also nudges viewers to read between the lines because Predator$ take you down. Like Doc

has faced. Unfortunately for Jimmy, YouTube is his main source to explore. Also, it will be interesting to see if Jimmy connects

the dots & sees we don't have a proper Healthcare system & until we do, we are paying in boatloads of money, our very body's,

our friends & family.

Currently Medicare for all will most likely be more of the same Dr. Tony Science delivering sickness paid through our misery &

treasure. It's not just Jab/s! Dr Tony Science represents the Predator$ & Big Pharma ProEts - his science is marketing science -

no early intervention, no quarantine the sick, because It Causes Vaccine Hesitancy. Right? Because the most important thing is -

the Jab/s, Vaccines & proEts. All real health measures proven over time, locked out because one precious Jab, one dime lost,

real healthcare need not apply. Truckers, hero's again showing there's more to our story. Keep On Trucking!
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Yeh like science has Exed this problem. If this darn science were correct why in God's earth are we in the same situation if not

worse from when we started??? When are you going to stop believing in the tooth fairy? Yet they claim 90% are vaxinated yet

people are still afraid of the virus and ending up in the ICU..so what's the point? Pro vaxxers are SO stupid and brain washed by

"science"...science is the very reason that got us in this mess in the Erst place
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NY State drops the face diaper mandate as do others. Dr Tony Science is making noises "we" may be close to endemic. Is Fraudci

who has said he will stay to the end doing some CYA? Is he trying to hold on to his retirement package & sneak back into

shadows to avoid public retribution? It's all much bigger than Falsey, there are many Falseys in just his Kingdom, there are many

Falseys throughout the many Institutions captured and owned by the many Too Bigs. Also, just announced, Medical Genius &

Farmer Will-I-Am Gates is releasing a book on preparing for the next Planned Plandemic. Find a corner and back into it.
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My favorite Freedom Truck video - inspiring! rumble.com/vtj4h0-we-are-standing-at-the-battle-line..html
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Is it just my imagination or does Trudeau look evil?
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This could not have started a day sooner but it is so great that it is commencing in the dead of winter in Canada! A little cold

therapy is good for the body and soul! If the Canadian government does not do a complete about-face, rather than a complete

black face, it will be a long hot summer indeed! This is an amazing, heartfelt plea from one police oXcer to his fellow Canadian

police oXcers, and ALL Police. https://youtu.be/LXO4shLRIvw
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Siggysauer
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Darzoum-I love your deEnition of those truckers! Maybe driving a truck will be my next career…I could use some new friends!
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Joined On 12/20/2010 12:20:23 AM
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@therealjones. Yes, yes, yes. Trudeau looks very evil. My exact thoughts looking at his photo. And he is a total coward! Running

and hiding.
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swabiengmail.com
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Add as Friend  Send Message

There was a show on HBO about 15 years ago called Carnivale. The show had a lot to do with the supernatural and a feature of

certain characters who were evil was that their eyes would turn black. I swear Joe Biden's and Jen Psaki's eyes both seem to do

that, especially when they're talking about covid, which is all the time!

twitter.com/RealClancyBrown/status/988282524488028160?s=20&t=VUWQE..
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I was in Ottawa last Saturday at the Trucker protest. The energy was simply incredible, a palpable feeling in the air of a real

possibility coming to life. It was different from usual protests where I've felt a kind of hopeless aspiration in the air, a wish. Here

it felt like we have the power and we can do this, it's really possible. The person to person connection was akin to the best party

ever - alcohol and drug free at that :) Ottawa is not known as a party city.  It's going to be really hard to move those truckers

without looking incredibly heavy-handed. They're reconEguring the political landscape

The likelihood as I read it (and I have no inside info) is that they'll completely knock out all cell phone coverage in the immediate

area and make a move. One complication is that there are many children accompanying the truckers and the optics on that are

bad for the authorities.  I'm going back Saturday next!  One detail from Dr. Mercola's report contradicts all that I've heard. Trudeau

didn't contract Covid but he was in contact with someone who did - one of his children I believe - and he isolated because of that.

He has not gone out to meet the truckers.
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Oh that’s brilliant!
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ColdTurkey
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Well said, Darzoum, to say the least!!
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Members of the Ottawa police force have been granted freedom from puncture duty compensation, not truck drivers. In

accordance with the dictates of the Trudeau and Biden regimes, truck drivers cannot cross the borders between Canada and the

United States without being punctured. Emergency claims have never been seriously explained, let alone proven, in front of the

judges. Hence, our judges have been unable to shoulder the responsibilities of upholding the rule of law when it is most subject

to severe attack. Just when we most needed fair and balanced arbitration, judges in many jurisdictions refused to test

manipulated data presented to them by the very governments that gave them their judicial appointments.

THE TRUCKERS TAKE IN OTTAWA: COVID CRIMES COMMITTED BEHIND THE COVER OF “EMERGENCY MEASURES”

www.globalresearch.ca/truckers-take-abuse-ottawa-covid-crimes-committe..  (02/09/2022) VIDEO: BRIAN PECKFORD,

SIGNATORY OF THE CHARTER OF RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS, ON TRUDEAU AND THE COVID-19 MANDATES

www.globalresearch.ca/brian-peckford-signatory-charter-rights-freedoms..  (02/10/2022) VIDEO: TRUDEAU RIPPED FOR

LABELING PROTESTERS AS ‘***’ AND ‘FRINGE MINORITY’

www.globalresearch.ca/video-trudeau-ripped-labeling-protesters-nazisan..  (02/10/2022) VIDEO: CBC CAMERAMEN IN OTTAWA

CONFRONTED FOR DISINFORMATION, SMEARING AND LIBEL

www.globalresearch.ca/video-cbc-workers-ottawa-must-watch/5769993?utm_..  (02/10/2022)
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As a Canadian I have been so disgusted with the Trudeau government and his totalitarian agenda. “Do as I say. Get vaccinated,

because if you don’t, we will make your life hell, you won’t be able to travel even within Canada. You do not think the way you are

supposed to, which makes you an undesirable, and we will take away all your freedom.” He did not put it quite like that, but that-is

exactly what he meant. We tried small protests in cities across the country, but the government didn’t care. We wrote letters and

tried to reach our representatives but they didn’t care.

But Trudeau just kept up making more and more restrictions until Enally, our narcissistic leader pushed the truckers to the limit,

and they cried enough is enough!! In praying for a way to Eght back, no one could have imagined that our Truckers would take up

the Eght of their lives, for them and for all Canadians! And unlike most protests that we have observed worldwide, the protest is

TOTALLY peaceful! The Canadian media has been bought and paid for, literally, by the Trudeau government. Before the election,

Trudeau bragged about giving the ,‘Canadian media $60 million !! So they are not reporting the truth, and are looking for any

possible way to discredit our truckers!

Well, it’s not working! They cannot give in because the tyranny we would face would be right down the rabbit hole intoqwkw full

blown Communism! As a Canadian, I could never have imagined that could happen, but it is happening. We are truly at war! This

Eght reminds me of the Eght at the barricades in Les Miserables and the song they sing is so appropriate for our Eght! We love

our truckers and I thank them from the bottom of my 

❤

 heart?!
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Darzoum....spot on!  For me personally, I am trying to recover from a new syndrome called "I'll believe it, when I see it!" As far as

politicians and any other government employee spouting forth, my "go to" is a healthy dose of skepticism!
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PatchWood
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Love this. Thank you.
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Now, add the crime of defrauding people to theft and intimidation. https://youtu.be/H8hQ1NdHTdQ
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Lee1959
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truly wish I could be there! And also I watched the videos and they made me cry. Go truckers! Don't you all dare to give up! You

are the hope! The hope. South of the border so I cannot be there but if I were I would be giving out cash freely and not to

gofundgo. And if worse got to worse you all could move in with us. :) We got room . . .
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Hey Darzous, good point, and well said! I wonder if the people demonizing these brave truckers have little magical creatures

deliver their supplies? They, of course, hating truckers as they do, would never condescend to buy an item that was delivered by

truck. Maybe, just maybe, the truckers and their supporters are strong and independent thinkers that have not been sampling big

pharma's Koolaid. It just burns big pharma to see so many people are enlightened enough to object to having toxic, untested

nonsense forced on them. While they are at it, I wish the Truckers would force the government to ban the use of any and all

toxins. Just imagine how much healthier we would all be if there were no toxins in our air, water, food, MEDICINE, etc.

I, along with most other intelligent persons on this planet, know darn good and well the whole plague thing was engineered in a

way that would lead to unimaginable levels of suffering and oppression while at the same time making unbelievable amounts of

money for the moguls behind this whole mess. It is not going to work! omgosh wake up!! There are 7.9 billion people on this

planet and this mere handful of wannabe oppressors. These moronic moguls think they can run roughshod over the lot of us as

though they are the evil baron with a team of hired thugs running over the local villagers. Well, guess what? This is not the dark

ages and we are not helpless villagers.
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BC girl here and I am beyond proud of the BC truckers that started this revolution . Tonight, as we speak, police are moving in...but the

truckers said for every one trucker arrested they will replace with two more and although I am not sure what this might mean exactly,

this weekend will prove to be interesting. They are organized and strong. The Give Send Go is nearing million 6 million $$ and I can

guarantee they will raise at least 20 million, double what go "F' me raised. Sweet justice. The truckers have taken care of the area they

have parked in, feeding all around including the homeless who have never eaten so well.

The gov't removed all garbage cans (unbelievable....) but the thousands upon thousands of patriots left not ONE scrap of garbage and

brought their own bags to hang off railings etc so the town has NEVER been so spotless. There has been not ONE incident. Truly united

non compliance based on love. The police have hinted the children that travel with the truckers should be removed from their

custody...again, pure evil and desperation. I can't believe the evil times we are. When the police started conEscating Jerry cans so they

could not fuel their trucks and would Ene those who brought them in to aid the truckers?..

Thousands of bad ass citizens wandered around carrying empty ones just to create a bit of mayhem. EPIC!.. The people are rising up en

masse and it is glorious to witness. I am going to bow my head tonight to pray for what is going to go down tonight and tomorrow.. as

buses full of police from other areas are brought in..praying for some to step away from such evil, and many have. May God protect

these brave men & women as they stand up for ALL of our rights & freedoms in VERY cold temperatures... Viva Frei on Rumble has

some amazing live streams. God bless us all in these perilous times.
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chia and all... That is the least all of us can do. Bow our heads in prayer for the truckers, ourselves, our countries and a free

world. Please remember your prayers.  It is time for the police to man-up and refuse unjust orders. I am so disappointed to learn

that not one of the oXcers refused to steal. The police have lost the trust of the citizenry. Leaders are being revealed for their

evilness.  I understand there are truckers waiting to heed the call in case the ones in Ottawa are arrested. One concern...

When children are removed from parents, they are often placed in foster care long enough to get them vaxinated. This would be

over-the-top-evil.  We know why Trudeau does not dare back down. It is because of who is behind him--and their agenda.

Trudeau is a post turtle. The old rancher explained it like this. When you are driving down the road and you see a turtle perched

on top of a fence post, you know 2 things. He does not belong there, and, he did not get up there by himself.
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The citizens need to keep those cameras rolling. The cops are the terrorists! They're even carrying military style weapons! All

Canadians should be printing out the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and carrying it with them!
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GSG fund is over $8 million as of last night 11 pm eastern time that is 50% of their goal. Donations pouring in faster now. I am

not too sure that Canada does not get into a civil war. If they do, it becomes one for the US as well.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“In a free and democratic society that is governed by the rule of law, citizens can freely associate with each other, including the

giving and receiving of goods and gifts. There is no law that would allow the Ottawa Police to arrest people for giving fuel or food

to another Canadian,” Justice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms lawyer Nicholas Wansbutter said in a statement.

www.theepochtimes.com/freedom-convoy-protests-are-spreading-throughout..  (02/07/2022) . HONK HONK! TRUCKERS CAN

TRIUMPH, FREEDOM FIGHTERS IGNITE WORLDWIDE NON-COMPLIANCE

rumble.com/vuf7yq-honk-honk-truckers-can-triumph-freedom-Eghters-igni..  (02/08/2022) OTTAWA FREEDOM TRUCKER

ANNOUNCES FEDERAL NEGOTIATOR WILL FINALLY MEET WITH TRUCKERS ON TUESDAY

rumble.com/vuc4ku-ottawa-trucker-announces-federal-negotiator-will-En..  (02/09/2022)
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Post-turtles! I hadn't heard that applied this way before....but it works. Evident truth & God-given conscience. Unfortunately the

hidden hand of MYSTERY has been setting up post-turtles for a long, long time; and behind them the god & spirit of this fallen

world...at least since Genesis 3, and probably before that Genesis 1:1, then 1:2 taken into consideration with the holy character &

being of God, as well as that of his works also considered. Eyes to see & ears to hear, & faith well-placed.
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It appears that with the new morals brought into town, the truckers are creating a "parallel society."
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Siggysauer
Joined On 10/8/2021 8:12:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chia-thanks for the detailed information. I’m going to donate now!!
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Kanadian45
Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Watching Viva LIVE right now. Love him!
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yay Chiamiller. I'm near Ottawa and share your Canadian pride. Awesome what's going on there.  Keep on truckin'!
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Gardenbear
Joined On 5/17/2012 7:19:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you so very much for sharing your insider view of what is happening. I hope this peaceful action will resonate throughout

the world. It could very well be that these brave truckers will help to save our civilization. I also hope the police, like the tow truck

drivers, side with the people. If the police are to stand for justice and honor, they will be more than happy to join the truckers.

They have more in common with the everyday patriots than they do with the oppressors.  If the government does not like the way

things are going, maybe they should stop being such oppressive jerks.
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harvelicious
Joined On 12/10/2010 9:20:30 AM
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The Freedom Convoy is massive...way beyond what is reported. Huge Freedom Convoy rallies/demonstrations are also happening all

over Canada simultaneously. Many of us have been working long before this to make this happen & we encourage all people to join the

movement to keep this drive for Freedom alive & well, moving forward, even with restrictions & mandates being pulled back (for now at

least). We must guard against thanking authorities for giving us back something they should have never taken in the Erst place! Also,

NO VAXXES, NO TESTING!

We must remain forever vigilant & employ discernment in dissembling their clever lies, tactics, insincerity, deceptions, feigned good will,

shallowness of their words & actions. We must ensure all actions taken by governments to advance tyranny & enslavement are

rescinded, & we must not stop there.  It is incredibly revitalizing to witness the REKINDLING of the human spirit & the Love, Peace &

integrity displayed by this movement, has fanned the pames of Love & tore the lid off of the oppressive, tyrannical, anti-Love, satanic,

power & control hungry psychopaths agenda with their hands on most of the levers of power on this planet.

Regardless of what they do, We, the People, possess something they don't have, & can never attain...that is TRUE POWER from which

manifests from our hearts through the qualities of Love, compassion, empathy, humility, gratitude, Grace, wisdom, respect for each

other, & from Liberty & Freedom!  We, the People cannot trust governments, politicians, corporations, NGO's, our institutions, the

medical system, the "legal" system, et al, & we "cannot take our foot off the gas" for there is much to clean up, Ex, rebuild, renew, heal,

rejuvenate, reclaim, change, & build new. It is critical to maintain & continue to ramp up this movement going forward because if we

relax, the tyrants will quickly seize the moment to move against the People in an even more draconian manner. LET THEM TRUCKERS

ROLL!!!!
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"It is critical to maintain & continue to ramp up this movement going forward because if we relax, the tyrants will quickly seize the

moment to move against the People in an even more draconian manner." You're absolutely right!
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Kanadian45
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Beautifully put

❤
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harvelicious
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Randyfast - We, the People, cannot lose focus or determination in defeating tyranny, for it is everywhere, in everything, & very

deeply rooted & entrenched. The media party, big corporations & most of "science" are instrumental in driving this satanic

dystopian agenda & are truly the enemy of the people. Until law enforcement oXcers return to being Peace OXcers, as it is their

Constitutional duty, rather than act in the capacity as "Police OXcers" (policy oXcers) for the political class, the road forward will

remain more challenging than need be & full of "land mines". We, the People, must be courageous, stand strong & united in our

resolve for Liberty & Freedom.

Humanity depends on it.   There will be no "savior" to wait & hope for. That is part of the psyop to paralyze the people from

accessing the true power within that our Creator graced us with through the gift of "Free Will". We, the People, do not need to rely

on the "science", or, "facts". We merely require the desire to seek truth, uncompromisingly, unapologetically, for which, is

accessible only through the pathway of the heart via the concomitant principles of humility, gratitude, integrity, virtue & selpess

service. To rely on the "sciences" is akin to "the road to Hell is paved with good intentions" (or, obfuscated & deceptive evil

intentions).

"Modern Science" knows very little about Reality for it is based on the extremely narrow singularity of focus, rather, than the

greater context & the study of all possible conditions, holistically. Therefore, "modern science", "specialization", idolatry, &

centralization is vulnerable to being highly corruptible & is nothing more than a gloriEed narcissistic nihilistic death trap with a

pight plan always skewed towards the abyss due to pawed "expert guidance & GPS (Government Policy & Servitude)

coordinates".
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CANADIAN Truckers show the whole WORLD the way to treat every single corrupted government for sellout to criminal PEzer Cartel.

These TRUCKERS are going to bring the world back to where it was before PEzer has hijacked this planet.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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YES! Shout it out!
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Siggysauer
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Zinovius—

🙏🙏🙏
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rrealrose
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zinovius - Not so sure about your assumption. One thing is clear: any Canadian manufacturing facility that relies on "Just in

Time" parts delivery may have some major headaches going forward, as truck ports of entry are blocked or mostly

blocked...slowed. Worse, recovery time will extend to some time after things open up again...Trudeau is running a dangerous

gambit with the Canadian economy, not just his failing leadership, as we can already see from (2) Provincial premiers who have

already broken rank...
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Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM
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"Life shrinks or expands according to one's courage." A quote by Anais Nin. These truckers lives are EXPANDING!
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Much of this is already old news.  Latest update. Trudeau would not answer questions when his leadership was questioned. He walked

out of parliament. Ottawa police were ordered by a judge to return stolen gas and jerry cans to rightful owners, from the location where

they were stolen, and not just dump them in a pile. Police dumped them in a pile. Police returned the cans and left them in one location.

Protesters claim water was added to the fuel in some of the cans. The next day, police were out stealing fuel again. (Without private

property rights, there are no human rights.) In light of the lies being told and the failure of police to obey the law, the Canadian govt

under Trudeau lacks credibility.

They might promise one thing and go back on their word as soon as truckers leave. Any agreements must have some teeth in them to

protect people from the belligerence of govt going back on their word. I do not believe that Trudeau can remain in power. Can't he be

removed with some kind of vote of "no conEdence"? Some kind of "children's services" group is being asked to investigate children's

living conditions. I assume the intention (intimidation) is to threaten parents by removing children, claiming parents are negligent for

not providing food and heat. Yet, it has been the police stealing the food and fuel needed for heat and sustenance.

I saw a video of men, women and children delivering fuel to truckers. More served as decoys, carrying empty cans. It sounds like there

will not be much support in the form of an American convoy until March. This is good and bad. It gives them time to gather intelligence

info and be well organized and provisioned. This may come at a time when corrupt leaders of many nations believe protests are dying

down, but it will keep the ball rolling and continue to encourage and focus global attention on events. I doubt a case can be made

against peaceful truckers when BLM and antifa have been allowed to loot, assault and burn.  -con.-
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Almond
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-con- It would likely be helpful to have police oXcers and veterans join the US convoy. Retired, too. Home schoolers get to see

govt in action while keeping up with studies. Many schools are distance-learning anyway. Consider cross-border meet ups... for

example, not only truckers, but cowboys, Eremen, bikers, etc. meeting each other at the border crossings. Local people know the

"lay of the land" and have ways of delivering necessities to truckers. It is interesting that, while truckers are protesting mandates

that limit their freedoms, an attempt is being made to deny them of even more of their rights.  By March, weather should be nicer.

Truckers will not likely freeze in WA DC, even without heat.

Biden talks of "a dark winter". It could be "a long hot summer" for politicians. Americans will do what they can to avoid a Eght--as

we saw in WWII. Once engaged, though, they are fully committed. I believe we will see a giant awaken from slumber. While I hope

all protests remain peaceful, one factor makes America unique. Americans are armed. That one right alone had probably held off

despotism. Regardless, understand that production is down and supply chain disruptions. If you have the time, land and energy

to plant more food than you need for your own family, do so now. Stack food to the rafters. Also, Erewood--or, whatever form of

alternative energy works for you in your part of the country.

Keep gas tanks topped off. Oil and lubricants (chain saw, etc.). Consider your water source and puriEcation. Feed for animals.

(Grow feed, silage, pasture, etc.) Stock up on sturdy clothing, work boots, work gloves, garden supplies, what you need for food

preservation, etc. EXPECT SHORTAGES TO LAST A LONG TIME. Factories do not recovery rapidly, either, after being shut down.

Cash will lose value. Govt can order the conEscation of gold. Bank accounts can be seized and money redistributed (socialism).

Consider what you can do NOW to help stabilize your community.
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Yes, Almond, truckers are the big front in the Eght against “vaccine” mandates. On the opposite front, those who oppose freedom

of expression against the mandates of illness and death. “I think you’re starting to see what will become a big global movement

to end these mandates,” Brian Brase, co-organizer of the U.S. protest, told Fox News on Feb. 6, referring to vaccine requirements.

"It's a violation of your human rights to be mandated to take this vaccine. If you want it, go get it, but being mandated to get it,

we're standing up against that." Truckers in the UK will also demonstrate against the mandates in a suburb of Glasgow, Scotland,

and are on their way to London. In New Zealand, truckers launched a convoy from the North and South Islands. In the

Netherlands, dozens of trucks are protesting local mandates and restrictions.

“In a free and democratic society that is governed by the rule of law, citizens can freely associate with each other, including the

giving and receiving of goods and gifts. There is no law that would allow the Ottawa Police to arrest people for giving fuel or food

to another Canadian,” Justice Center for Constitutional Freedoms lawyer Nicholas Wansbutter said in a statement.

www.theepochtimes.com/freedom-convoy-protests-are-spreading-throughout..  (07/02/2022) HONK HONK! TRUCKERS CAN

TRIUMPH, FREEDOM FIGHTERS IGNITE WORLDWIDE NON-COMPLIANCE

rumble.com/vuf7yq-honk-honk-truckers-can-triumph-freedom-Eghters-igni..  (02/08/2022) CHRIS SALCEDO: "WHY ARE

AMERICANS SO ENAMORED WITH THE FREEDOM TRUCKERS CONVOY?" "IT'S BECAUSE WE DON'T HAVE AN EQUIVALENT TO

THAT HERE" IN "BIDEN'S REGIME." rumble.com/vujb15-chris-salcedo-canadian-truckers-are-acting-more-like..  (09/02/2022)
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CHRIS SALCEDO: "WHY ARE AMERICANS SO ENAMORED WITH THE FREEDOM TRUCKERS CONVOY?" "IT'S BECAUSE WE DON'T

HAVE AN EQUIVALENT TO THAT HERE" IN "BIDEN'S REGIME."

rumble.com/vujb15-chris-salcedo-canadian-truckers-are-acting-more-like..  (02/09/2022) Help Eght for Pastor Artur's civil

liberties. Ezra Levant provides an update on the arrest of Pastor Artur Pawlowski, who had intended to speak at the trucker

blockade in Coutts, Alberta today. Instead, the pastor was arrested for a Efth time since the pandemic began.

www.rebelnews.com/breaking_pastor_artur_pawlowski_arrested_again_at_hi..  (02/08/2022) The police chief of the Ottawa

Police Service in Canada has threatened to arrest and prosecute any member of his department who provides food, water or

other "logistical" support to Freedom Convoy truckers protesting the crazy COVID vaccine mandate.

-19 of the country. "There is no provision of food, water, fuel, logistics or funding by any member of this police service or any

other police service that I am aware of," Chief Peter Sloly announced.

citizenfreepress.com/breaking/ottawa-police-chief-threatens-to-prosecu..  (04/02/2022) ‘CANADIAN GOVERNMENT FURIOUS

AS TOW COMPANIES ANNOUNCE THEY REFUSE TO TOW FREEDOM CONVOY TRUCKERS.

 rumble.com/vuengn-canadian-government-furious-as-tow-companies-announc..  /02/08/2022)  PURE THEFT’ — GOFUNDME

WITHHOLDS $9 MILLION DONATED TO TRUCKERS PROTESTING VACCINE MANDATES.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/kim-iversen-gofundme-withholds-9-m..  (02/07/2022)
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love4health
Joined On 2/5/2010 11:22:15 AM
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Almond, it is true. The police have taken a supply of fuel but hearing a trucker yesterday, it was just for show and they got it back.

It did occur to me to be careful about using the fuel as it was most likely watered down. The police are doing the dirty work of the

government. Our country and our globe is in crisis and sadly, too many are sitting idly by thinking the government aren't all bad.

Wrong! Most of them are negligent in their duty to work for us. As Robert F. Kennedy says, this is the hill to die on.
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I cannot imagine the anger and retribution when enough people understand their loved ones have been murdered by vaxines or

mandates. People reach a point when they demand justice and no longer care about laws. How often have you heard a parent

rage when someone was a threat to their child? People protect their own.   The convictions for crimes against humanity cannot

come soon enough.
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Guillermo and all... The state can steal from honest citizens. It is not a 2-way street. There are harsh penalties for even the

mildest perceived "crimes against the state". People are even being singled out for their thoughts, if not their words. The

message being sent is that you had better submit to whatever excesses the state permits or it will be the worse for you. That is

what those in power want the people to understand. It is a barely veiled threat.
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love4health... I understand that the truckers had their suspicions about the fuel being returned. one of the women is responsible

for testing all the fuel in the returned jerry cans. You cannot be too cautious when dealing with untrustworthy people. It is not

only police doing the dirty work for politicians, but also the media. CBC is a long arm of the Canadian govt. The shame of it all! To

be remembered in history for such dastardly deeds!
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Last night, the police were videoed conEscating Erewood from the protest. Trudeau wants a civil war, so be it. He will bring the

US right in. Actually, the US already involved with Ford being close down due to a blockade of the route between Windsor and

Detroit.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Xmen and all... www.freep.com/story/money/cars/ford/2020/05/20/dearborn-truck-plant-cl..   Bat-sh*t-crazy. Must be the Lysol

fumes affecting people's brains. This is all for show... at least, let's hope no one is this crazy.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 5:55:56 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

jdrose199
Joined On 7/21/2009 7:04:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I totally support the truckers even if I have to go without something. I cannot wait to see them do it here in the US. These guys and gals

have the power to get a movement rolling. The world is tired of being shut down and dictated to. United we Stand Divided we will fall.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 6:50:34 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JDRose.. Exactly! Going without to get rid of these globalist "wannabe" world rulers, is a VERY small price to pay.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 1:16:27 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God bless all truckers and those that support the drive to restore sanity and humaneness to societies everywhere.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 1:20:33 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

MrPOrangi
Joined On 7/18/2009 12:58:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's been a big convoy blocking the city surrounding parliament in New Zealand now going into it's third night. Police are starting to

get heavy handed now

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 2:23:06 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LIVE FREEDOM PROTEST IN NEW ZEALAND 

🇳🇿

 FEB. 9, 2022 #CONVOYFORFREEDOM2022- #GOVERNMENTTREASON

rumble.com/vujf4p-february-9-2022.html  (02/09/2022). TOTALITARIAN GOVERNMENT: POLICE ARRESTED SEVERAL ANTI-VAX

PROTESTERS WHO HAVE SET UP CAMP ON THE LAWNS OF NEW ZEALAND'S PARLIAMENT INSPIRED BY CANADA TRUCKERS.

rumble.com/vui98n-police-have-arrested-several-anti-vax-protesters.htm..  (02/09/2022)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 6:11:45 AM
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BenHall
Joined On 2/27/2010 2:45:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many thanks for your brave coverage and comment, Dr Mercola. Thanks, too, for the Freedom Truckers. Go, guys!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 1:25:24 AM
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Zuckerberg's Facebook/Meta is already crumbling, Google will come next. Old-fashoned Peoples' Power will counteract the

dictatorships-in-making. Canadian police can arrest a few dozen, but not millions. EU-barons and Biden must also start to listen. People

do not want their wars, dictatorships, cancel culture, oppression. Trudeau, Soros, and their ilk should read history.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 12:07:14 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, In Europe there is less tolerance than in the US regarding the information of data from users of social networks. Mark

Zuckerberg's empire could come to an end in the European Union after his threat to close his services, including Facebook on

Instagram, following the EU Court of Justice ruling that prevents him from transferring data from all European citizens to his

headquarters in the United States. From Meta, the parent company of Facebook and Instagram, they say that not being able to

send this data or if they restrict the possibility of sharing it, affects their main source of income related to the personalization of

online ads.

The key issue for Meta is transatlantic data transfers, regulated through the so-called Privacy Shield and other model

agreements that Meta uses or used to store European user data on US servers. Current agreements to allow data transfer are

currently under intense scrutiny in the EU. www.cityam.com/mark-zuckerberg-and-team-consider-shutting-down-faceboo..

 (07/02/2022)
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Sus435544
Joined On 10/3/2020 10:50:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank for this article. Unjabbed Canadians are not allowed to leave Canada. They are not allowed on interprovincial trains, planes or

buses. And there is now a mandate in drafting to restrict interprovincial travel for unjabbed truckdrivers. Trudeau is a pat out liar, not

only about the current situation in Ottawa but about many things. When Canada stands up like this (unusual) the world should pay

attention.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 7:22:11 AM
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Basically house bound without a vehicle but my countrymen have had enough. I am shocked though, I accidentally heard local

talk radio and decided to endure a minute or two but it was disgusting to hear many Canadians furious with the truckers who are

Eghting for ALL of us! Still so many just clueless and brainwashed.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 10:05:04 AM
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LoriJean
Joined On 5/14/2008 11:47:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I totally agree, and I live here in Canada, and "PROUD" to be unjabbed!! The world is starting to pay attention. The next thing to not

only think about, "BUT" start doing is Eghting 5G to get rid of the radiation poisoning killing off wildlife, and us.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 10:18:54 AM
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sus435544   I think most of us here realize Trudy is not making the decisions. He's following orders as merely a mouthpiece for

Klaus just like his counterpart Commie Joe in the U.S.   8:25 Toronto Star poll; 9:30 meet NDP "leader" pathetic liar Jagmeet

Singh; 12:17 Ottawa Convoy extends invitation; 28:40 Trudy, then and now; 33:00 over half of Trudy's cabinet are WEF grads

including Ottawa mayor Jim Watson; 37:15 Attorney Bruce Pardy explaining the greater problem. All of it here, thank you

Amazing Polly.  www.bitchute.com/.../ojVowpEjha7A

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 11:25:27 AM
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elliecats
Joined On 12/2/2015 9:28:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trudeau is a ***, plain and simple. He's as incompetent as Biden and needs to go. But no matter what Canada tries to do to the truckers,

they win. If the truckers hold their ground, no loads move. If they arrest the truckers, no loads move. If they conEscate the trucks or fuel,

no loads move. If they try to force them to take the poison and they don't drive, no loads move. That idiot Trudeau reminds of a brat who

isn't getting his way, but sooner or later, this will bring Canada to a standstill and the little brat will have to listen.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 8:04:12 AM
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76La76
Joined On 5/20/2016 11:26:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The true terrorists are governments and rich people
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zin7484
Joined On 7/2/2019 1:07:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I couldn’t go to Ottawa but I am attending the Toronto ones every Saturday. Last Saturday was amazing. I feel alive again- the truckers

resuscitated me after being in a coma for more than 2 years!!! Thank you Truckers and all supporters. I hope we will win this one and

we will declare a national truckers day -either the day the convoy started trucking of the day they will announce all mandates are

dropped. 

🏆🚚🚚🚚🇨🇦🇨🇦🇨🇦🇺🇸🇺🇸🙏
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clanharwood
Joined On 1/17/2008 7:05:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Zin7484 I lost the friendship of my best friend because of the Toronto convoy.  He said : I'm still trying to Egure out if it's a

conspiracy convention or a white supremacist picnic. A HUGE Eght ensued as he continued to accuse me of supporting “what he

saw” and of course I don’t know exactly what he saw because I’m not tied to the Toronto convoy and wasn’t there; Im only well

informed about the Ottawa Convoy.  I replied angrily:  “I know nothing about the Toronto freedom convoy. I do not know what kind

of people you are seeing. All I know is I ONLY support the loving peaceful people who created a movement to end all

discrimination & restore all of Canadians freedoms done peacefully & with love for all. I am not responsible for purposely planted

bad apples in ANY convoy YOU are seeing”  He then went on to school me as to what discrimination means: “

First, they aren't plants. Bad apples? No question. But the far right has always coopted into these types of movements in the

past. Second, it isn't descrimination. Discrimination is when it's something you're born with. This is "it sucks, but until we End a

better solution, it works" “   Wow eh.   Please private message me as to what you saw in Toronto. I do understand that apparently

different sections of Toronto had different types of protesters ,maybe some with their own agenda.  I am sorry to everyone else

for posting this here in the chat. I really feel incredibly alone because no one feels the way I do.
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ottawa does grass-roots better than does T.O. Power comes from the ground.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 9:53:14 AM
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Alldogsgotoheaven
Joined On 5/15/2016 5:35:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been following this and hearing interviews of people there on shows like Glen Beck. These guys are heroes!!
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theoriginalmom
Joined On 7/8/2014 8:11:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Read and subscribe to The Epoch Times. They have even been publishing Dr. Mercola's articles. They will also mail hard copy once a

week (which will be needed when they get removed from online sites.) They were started by Taiwanese refugees who have been

exposing the Chinese communists for a long time.
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LoriJean
Joined On 5/14/2008 11:47:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do subscribe to the Epoch Time. The Epoch Times certainly does have excellent articles.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I told a friend about the gofundme BS happening to the truckers and she had ZERO knowledge of this. A MSM news watcher and she

had zero knowledge of this?  I'll tell you what - I'm so happy these truckers have done this. I have never been so relieved as when I

learned of this - truckers and small businesses are the backbone of this country - and we already know where that leaves us! The

truckers taking this stand is INCREDIBLE!  Pippa - I hope they do it in the UK, even if your mandates get dropped - serves them right!

Weren't we all wondering how long it would take for the world to really start Eghting back?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't get it. I've heard about this since day one on both MSM, underground media, and FOX News. So I didn't even read today's

article. I literally just read an article from "USA TODAY", which is a Liberal News company, about the second Trucker Protest that's

blocking the highway that connects Canada to the USA just north of Detroit.

www.msn.com/en-us/news/us/trucker-protest-over-vaccine-mandates-at-us-..  I wasn't on USATODAY's website. I found it on

MSNBC's website. Fox has covered this every day since day 1. In fact, it has become their new obsession (south border crises

burnout). Some may not consider Fox as MSM, but they are nothing more than a slightly conservative version of CNN.

They still tote the line for Big Pharma just like CNN, NBC, and all the rest of the fake news. I try to listen to both as much as it

pains me and draw my on conclusions. I draw the line with Rachael Maddow, Joy Reed, Don Lemon, and "The View". I can't sit

through any of their programs without throwing up! If you want true investigative reporting you have to watch OAN (One America

News). Fox only does real investigative reporting when it doesn't offend Big Pharma and it pleases their audience base. Why isn't

Fox saying anything about the 40% increase in Life Insurance claims? ANSWER: They would have to call out Big Pharma to do so.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, we need the strength of many people to join the protests against mandates, passports and restrictions that only cause a

serious economic crisis with more hunger, inequalities, mental disorders and suicides, while small businesses are devoured by

multinationals. on his way to the Great Reset. Insurance company OneAmerica reports a major increase in death claims since the

Wuhan coronavirus vaccines were introduced. The company says the death rate is up 40 percent compared to pre-pandemic

levels. And these deaths are occurring in people of working age, to be clear, between the ages of 18 and 64.

“We are seeing, right now, the highest mortality rates that we have seen in the history of this business, not just at OneAmerica,”

company CEO Scott Davison conErmed of this industry-wide trend. This report implies that federal workplace vaccination

mandates have fueled what appears to be a true crime against humanity. Massive loss of life in workers who have been forced to

accept a toxic vaccine. rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../what-if-the-largest-experiment-on

 | www.brighteon.com/2aeb6b61-d279-46e1-af77-bac77b24ca3d  (03/01/2022)
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jamnjim - the protest yes, the gofundme though? She's in Tx, said she didn't hear anything about gofundme holding the money.

I'm pretty sure everyone has by now, but when we were hearing about, I had asked her if she'd heard anything on it and she said

no. Ohhh, I'm so happy to see this! Go team USA - go team Canada! I'm so happy these mammoth beasts have had enough of the

BS! We don't want a communist country! And neither does Canada!

 www.theoaklandpress.com/2022/02/09/ambassador-bridge-protest-leads-to-..  I know the mess is a mess, but the 'elite' need to

HEAR US
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"...she had ZERO knowledge of this. A MSM news watcher and she had zero knowledge of this?"
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think it was Fox that gave the most coverage on the Gofundme BS. From what I understand, there's supposed to be a criminal

investigation concerning this?? What gofundme did is supposedly illegal. I think it was Judge Jeanine that spent the most time

talking about the illegalities of the situation. It's been talked about a LOT! They never stop talking about it. When the news Erst

broke on this they were saying gofundme was just going to give the money to a charity(s). They caught so much heat over that

from EVERYONE including lawyers they decided to just refund everyone their money.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just out! Truckers say they won't budge until Trudeau resigns:

www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/truckers-vow-to-stay-put-until-the-justin..
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is corruption the world has never seen befpre (not just gofundme) We owe so much to the brave Canadian truckers. The

Berlin wall of evil is falling! God Bless and hold you near.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I feel like I misspoke - but she was shocked about gofundme.... I am taking it that she must have been out of the loop (she does

work long hours, but she's usually up to date on stuff, which is why I thought it was odd.) So if I misspoke, I appologize! If MSM is

covering the gofundme travesty, then GOOD! I'm VERY GLAD their making it known that that miserable company needs to be shut

down for dishonesty. In the meantime, today I learned about GiveSendGo - Veritas project. Has anyone else heard of this? This

woman was saying they support whistleblowers bigtime.
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woman was saying they support whistleblowers bigtime.
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janskyg
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Oh, we here in Canada have NOT missed this event. I was wondering if anyone in this country would have the guts to start standing up

and lo and behold along come the truckers. It is way past time for this. I have to silently cheer them on because of all the lemmings

around me. I have shared this site with as many people as I can. I have read the articles everyday along with the comments. Thank you

everyone for all your suggestions and insights, you people are amazing. I would never have been able to End all that information by

myself. Thank you Dr. Mercola for standing up to the truth, I for one am forever grateful.
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It may not happen until March. They are trying to get organized. Everyone showing up spur of the moment will be unsuccessful.

I'm sure Nazi Pelosi will activate the military to surround DC.
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'Global-Elite Covid-15 Plannedemic-Genocide of mRNA and Nano-Razor Injections’ is the weaponization of gene therapy and nano

technology by the richest and the unhappiest for greed, wealth, land, depopulation of common people, longevity for the elite, for control,

and to fulEll Adolf Hitler's dream. Did Justin Trudeau sell his Soul? Because he looks to be acting more out of fear and desperation than

anything else. How does a guy with ‘just’ and ‘true’ in his name get to be so weak and corrupt and hurting his own people and country?

I have a hunch that Trudeau like rest of the Anglo-Saxon global-elite faraohs willingly signed some kind of a ritualistic freemasonic

blood oath or blood pact which he can’t get out of – and fears for his life one way or another – from freemasons on one hand and

Canadian truckers and the friendly Canadian public on the other, a public which is running out of patience and rightly so. If i was

Trudeau i would stick with the people, that’s why you took the job, that’s what you are there for – to serve the people, not the global-elite

faraohs. I would not underestimate the will and the power of the Canadian people when pushed too far, especially when they feel

betrayed and fear for the safety of the closest people to them.

In ancient Jehudi (Jewish) Holy Book it is written that Evil comes to this Earth via corrupt leadership. I suspect what one fellow said on

the radio yesterday is True – that PM Justin Trudeau disappeared for a time to seek council from the global-elite freemasonic fascist

faraohs to ask permission to yield to the demands of truckers and people of Canada. And with the PM coming out with punches even

harder than before, it seems permission was not granted. The Canadian truckers are heroes of our times, who are putting their and their

families’ lives on the line for their country and the whole world. Is there a petition going around for Canadian people to show their

support of the truckers?
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Because yesterday, ABC Evening News claimed that truckers and Canadians are 80 percent “vaccinated”, that this is not about

mandates, and that most Canadians don’t support the truckers. As the main media the governments push mandates and have

consistently exaggerated infection rates and undercounted Covid jab deaths and injuries, ignore the science, and have been

feeding us one pack of lies after another and THEY pip every story – I suspect that the Truth of this is the exact opposite. If there

is no petition, can someone start one and keep posting the link so the Canadian people can know about it? And perhaps have a

separate place on the same petition page for non-Canadians to sign it as well? Nuremberg 2022: England, USA, Canada,

Australia, New Zealand, South Africa. Good People of Earth Unite!
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How does a guy with ‘just’ and ‘true’ in his name get to be so weak and corrupt and hurting his own people and country? Simple.

Perhaps this is not fair, but I lived in Canada during the reign of Justin Els' mentor and predecessor Trudeau Pére. Seems

DaddyPiérre had quite a bit more experience under his belt than Joonyer Justin. That rotten apple has not fallen far from the tree

that dropped it.  But Trudeau Fils is a fool. He has little real world expereince wiht reality. He has let a sheltered and coddled ife,

and does NOT have experience in hard dealings.

His carrer, future, and possibly his life, are on the line, and I rather expect he smells that. It has the stench of fear. And he is

frightened. Pére is no longer about to hold his nand, to protect him. It is much like the training wheels have been removed from

his little kid bike, and Pére is no longer about to hold it upright for him to mount and ride. Yes, heIS scared, and should be. He

slouches betit the devil on one hand and the deep blue on the other.

Not sure just yeton which side I'd put MY nickel down.  A high impact false pag event "happening" would not surpirse me. The

gummit have not the stones to stand and face the music they have chosen for the band to play. But face it they must. My smeller

tells me there are signiEcant outside interests caling the shots, and who will not take kindly to being snubbed by this "small

fringe" of unacceptables".  Might be a good idea to lay in a good stock of popcorn. .
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TreeisKey - you are correct. Trudope is corrupt. Even his whole facial expression has changed in the last year. People say he is

the son of Castro. He has said in the past that he 'admires' China and how the people obey. We have a wannabe dictator on our

hands and we pray in Canada that he can be removed. Maybe his party will stand up to him. Already two members of his caucus

have broken rank and publicly disagreed with how this is all being handled and they support the message of the truckers. We

continue to pray that these men and women and all who support them will turn the tide.

Again, there are many - too many - that are asleep at their laptops but the crowds of supporters are massive.. The truckers are

blocking the main bridges to USA these last few days as well. After being in Ottawa twice to show my support, it has been

nothing short of amazing. It felt like Canada Day on steroids. It gave me a sense of pride I haven't felt in 2 years. Trudope is so

smug and arrogant that he won't relent. Most of what people are seeing on mainstream media is BS. Check out Rebel News, True

North, Counter Signal - for the truth. :)
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This is the latest update that I could End. If you're a Canadian - sign it! Trudy is a disgusting piece of Globalist Garbage and he

has to go! www.change.org/p/canadian-house-of-commons-at-least-1-million-signatur..
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Exactly - same for the dang Biden admin. If you're not with the people, you're being bribed. That's the only thing I can think -

because people aren't just speaking out - they're shouting out!
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""As Robert F. Kennedy says, "this is the hill to die on." ""
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I feel the same. Either way we die, so let's die not at the mercy of the corrupt hospitals..maybe living a few years prior to sickness

tracked and in servitude..OR, on our feet, with dignity NEVER acquiescing to a bunch of criminal psychopaths. BUT remaining

positive NOW, let's harness the collective energy like in the Ottawa streets that is palpable and God inspired.
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"Unless if you are re-born, you will never enter the kingdom."
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And this statement by Hitler and Stalin etal is proof of the "conspiracy theory" of world dictatorship:  "people who hold unacceptable

views" . Really you pippin bturd? Only the son of Fidel, hated by Billions, would have the communist gonads to say such a thing in a so

called western Democracy.
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For gosh sakes! NEVER use FB! Social movements need to avoid it like the plague! ...Not for anything and not ever! Delete it and do not

feed that beast any more of your private information, or information that can be used for data aggregation. You can't get back what they

have, but DO NOT give them more!   I have been in InfoSec for 40 years, in both the public and private sectors!  DO NOT carry your phone

any more than you absolutely have to. Learn how to use a Virtual Private Network (VPN). Do NOT depend on a password for

authentication by itself, where possible use 2 factor authentication (2FA) - What you have and what you know)) A password needs to be

18 characters minimum, upper, lower case and special characters.

NO dictionary words. DO NOT re-use passwords! - a separate password for each account. Mak'm nasty and write them down if you have

to. Check to see if you have been whacked using "haveibeenpwned (dot) com"  - Chances are good you have been) DO NOT use social

media (ANY of it). DO NOT plug into the "Internet of Things" (IOT) -you don't need your refrigerator to tell you and those interested in

that particular snippet of data, that you are low on milk. Keep ALL appliances "dumb" That includes your television. Use an alternative

search engine like Duck Duck Go. DO NOT trust SMS (text) out of hand, it too is being used by the bad guys.

Use Proton Mail for your email ( Unplug the cable, no social media. Re-learn how to actually write a letter). Think of it as someone you

don't know inside your house, plowing through your most private things, digging through your drawers, sitting on your couch, talking to

your children, looking through your refrigerator. Think of the net today as Dodge City, circa 1880, you better be packing (knowledge) and

know where the highwaymen, muggers and bushwhackers are hiding out. Its become very dangerous. You are nothing but a sucker, and

a mark to the corporations, and malicious actors.
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That was really creepy how you described that. Profound.
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Oh, the MSM is covering this on the National News now... BUT ONLY BECAUSE THE TRUCKERS ARE BLOCKING THIER BRIDGES AND

THEY CAN'T MOVE ACROSS THEM!!! It's just because it is an INCONVENIENCE to most of them!!! Methinks it's time to give truckers

their due---they are the mainstays of our country---without them NOTHING would get shipped or moved across our country!! YOU

WOULDN'T BE EATING if not for them!!! Or at least MOST people wouldn't... Theirs is a tiresome and thankless job--do you realize how

diXcult it is to drive the long hours they put in to get their shipments where they need to be on time??? ALWAYS, ALWAYS thank that

driver who delivers to your door!!!
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Watching them snivel and whine about how businesses are being impacted and people are being inconvenienced ... boo-hoo!!!....

For two years small businesses were destroyed and people's parents died alone in hospitals, sweet children suffering from being

without their friends then muzzled.... NOW they're crying about THIS???....
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C.W. McCall "Convoy" 1975 https://youtu.be/Uxp6OG8izQg
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Contrary to what the bought and paid for corporate media spews; this is easily, the largest protest in history - and it has expanded, and

continues to expand, globally! These "truckers", ironically, are our best chance of ending this global tyranny! I have never given much

thought to people who drive trucks for a living; but we - all of us, owe them a debt of gratitude! They are amazing! I have already

watched hundreds of great videos and even if youtube shuts it all down - it's too late. The TRUTH is reaching every corner of the planet.

I thank this group of courageous individuals, working to restore our Rights and Freedoms; from the bottom of my heart!
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Hours per day they can listen to satellite radio while driving and they have that time to hear some truthful information. They're

bad ass critical thinkers....
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Yes, Chia...University Graduates - not so much!
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Do NOT Go Back to Sleep! This is NOT the End! www.corbettreport.com/do-not-go-back-to-sleep-this-is-not-the-end/
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You're right. This is no time for complacency!
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I believe you are correct! I'm sure Fauci and his partners-in-crime (Gates/China/S.Africa) have a lot more up their sleeves. For

example, the current variant, Omicron, was a lab leak:

www.soulask.com/dr-steven-quay-we-have-evidence-omicron-is-a-lab-leak-..  PEzer's Ceo has already declared the need for

continuous booster shots for the next 10 years. Then there just so happens to be a Level-3 Biolab in the city of Durban, S. Africa,

where Omicron came from. That lab spends most of its time researching HIV, Hepatitis, and coronaviruses. They were the ones

that identiEed the Erst 4 Omicron variant infected people. Bill Gates happens to be one of their largest sponsors.

www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-12-18/inside-south-african-virolo..
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Dr. M. we are so ashamed of our elected government in Canada! You will be heartened to know, however, that even in our tiny coastal

city of a mere 21K in population, those of us who can't go to Ottawa (hey! remember Canada is physically the world's second-biggest

country, smaller only than Russia!) are holding local vehicle parades every Saturday in support of the historic trucker convoy. I am

worried, though, about how this can play out peaceably in Ottawa. The truckers have been great, shoveling snow, cleaning up garbage,

serving meals, helping the homeless, speaking openly and peaceably with members of the public, and being forthright and co-operative

with citizens.

They have asked numerous times to meet with government to hammer out a solution; yet our scaredy-cat PM won't engage in

discussion and debate. It's shameful. Truckers are in touch with grass-roots citizens. If they can sense the wrongness of mandates,

what's wrong with the ability of our leaders to carry out the wishes of their constituents?
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The latest typical for tyrannical evil cabals; they are "concerned" about the health and safety of the children, so they may take the kids

away from their parents. The local child traXcking via the government network is monitoring the situation.
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It is quite signiEcant that Canadians in the past were not known for protesting. It must be very unsettling for Trudeau and handlers to

see Canadians stirred to protest and uniting around the truckers.
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The truckers have started the turning of the trend. I attended a local school board meeting last night where the parents and public

voiced their opposition to masking of students. When I arrived I saw a semi trailer parked outside with the huge words “Unmask Our

Children”. Inside all commentators spoke against masks for kids. The crowd of parents and public were maskless but the school board

was all masked. I guess I am now a domestic te###rist.
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where I live most people are out and about without masks - and doesn't it just seem silly for some places to require them?! I can

understand some places that could have liability issues, but for something like this when so many people choose not to mask,

I'm not sure anyone could sue any organization if they contracted this disease. It's time for all to recognize that the initial scares

(about this pandemic) are no longer pertinent.
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(about this pandemic) are no longer pertinent.
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N_caywoman
Joined On 6/12/2009 1:08:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We know. We follow! We support!
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JudyCharl
Joined On 12/20/2020 9:05:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For great live coverage of the Truckers Convoy in Ottawa, see VivaFrei on Rumble or Ottawalks. Both have done great live stream since

day 1 and you can see for yourself how “violent” this protest is! This is the exact opposite of an Antifa / BLM riot! They are sweeping the

streets, feeding the homeless, keeping the sidewalks and streets free of snow and ice. It’s been remarkable to watch! Given the rapid

change in narrative world wide in this last week alone, I’d say we owe them and truckers everywhere our support and thanks.
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Kanadian45
Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Watching David LIVE on YouTube right now. He really has a knack for getting people to open up and share their feelings. Yay Viva

Frei!
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e_g5680
Joined On 11/16/2014 1:22:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I truly support these truckers, wish it would happen in every country in Europe. Sick and tired of mandates and governments telling you

want or what not to do. I have followed much advice by Dr. Mercola, and believe that my health has beneEtted from this.  I read all the

comments on a daily basis, even if I don’t comment much myself. You who always do comment, I love you and hear you. It has come to

an awful situation when comments by doctors and scientists are silenced, yes, it is like Nazi Germany - and nobody reacts???

Incredible! I used to listen to MSM, not anymore! I used to like CNN, not anymore.
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beejay3
Joined On 8/8/2009 11:27:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen to everything you said!  I End it very sad but I no longer trust mainstream news media to share what's truthful or relevant.

They generally seem like mere talking heads now. I pray the worst days are over for this plandemic.
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have followed this very closely even before they actually arrived a week ahead. This is now so much more than just about covid. If it

was covid only, Trudeau would have come to the table to hear his people out. This about fascism and the growth of it not only in

Canada, but world wide under the global reset. Canada is very close to civil war, which means if they get into one, the US will get into

one. This is not a bad thing, because if we unite on the same issue, and remove two fascist governments at the same time, it is a huge

win for the people of this world and we can start to restore power to people in other countries.

If we do not take this action, then both countries will be Eghting UN troops by early next year because this criminal government in both

countries is destroying us from within. In the US, our troops are being decimated by Obama(his third term) and the vaccines. We will

have no defense by the end of the year and Eght these troops by ourselves. Anyone that believes our mid terms are the answer is

extremely gullible.

Ford had to shut down one plant already due to the blockade laid between Detroit and Windsor and the other two are soon to follow if

this blockade is not opened. So it is inevitable that US and Canada would not unite in this quest to remove both governments. If we just

remove covid, then this is like putting your Enger over the crack in the dam and then turning around and seeing 1000 more cracks just

like it and hoping our one plug holds back the breaking of the dam.

We have one chance to get this right. We have no cliff notes from the past to Egure out what to do and we have had over a year in the

US and nothing has been done. We can not afford to sit back any longer and play the waiting game or think that peaceful protest will

stop this cartel from trying to cull the planet and thwart the global reset. They will continue to seek their drug of power and tyranny over

the people. They are addicts to power, control
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Marxist running this country, that disguise themselves as Democrats, have a solution for this. Everyone that didn't get the

jabs will be drafted into military and sent to the front of the line for battle.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Xmen44, You said, " They will continue to seek their drug of power and tyranny over the people. They are addicts to power,

control." Indeed. So here is reality: The tyranny will end when people who are consenting to be tyrannized withdraw their consent,

and deliver that withdrawal to the tyrants in the form of hot lead, as the people of Romania delivered it to the Ceaucescus.
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beejay3
Joined On 8/8/2009 11:27:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've been thinking along the same lines, but in a faster way. I think resisting is a task that is urgent or we'll give up our freedoms

by summer. we also need to shore up the legal system and politics and a few economic systems or we'll face the same thing

again within a few years. citizens have been giving away all our powers for a couple decades.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is nothing new about oXcers already having your information when you reach the border. I understand they start listening in on

your conversations in your vehicle before you even reach the border.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These truckers rock! I rarely take my mobile phone with me, especially when I am out walking locally as I do not want the EMFs!

Unfortunately, my husband insists on taking his phone everywhere and seems wedded to his phone...even at dinner. It drives me nuts.

There was no way we were going to acquire an Alexa to boss us around!
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You let this little thing tell you what to do! https://youtu.be/uIx4xXkEs3Q
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ronald, hahaha Pib, I have almost zero social media, but I love Alexa!
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Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

INFORMED CONSENT is the silver bullet and came about at Nirenberg trials in order to PREVENT GENOCIDE. There CANNOT BE ANY

COMPROMISE on who decide if you can live or die.
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cows.com
Joined On 11/10/2010 9:51:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The death stats from covid are the same as when there were no shots; and I have heard horror stories about people who have had the

shots. The older people I know who have had them are quickly going downhill and it's easy to see the decline.    As for our PM, he is a

coward. Even his own party is turning against him for the horrible things he has said about Canadians who actually choose to

investigate stuff that is put into our bodies. The media coverage is so lame. My friend took her tractor trailer unit from Calgary to

California via the Coutts border crossing and she said it's nothing like the msm is reporting. In our province, the Vax mandates have

been abandoned and our Premier said they have caused much damage.
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raoul0707
Joined On 1/13/2021 7:05:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As for the stats, actually: no. I happen to have downloaded the WHO data (https://covid19.who.int/table ). It contains, among

others, the cumulative numbers of death for 237 countries starting from 01-03-2020. I calculated the global Covid-19 deaths for

2020 from March 1st to December 31st as well as for 2021 (I kept the same time period to ensure comparability). For 2020 and

2021, 1,900,385 and 2,785,290 Covid-19 deaths are reported, that is, 884,905 death more in 2020 than in 2021. In other words, in

the year that saw the roll-out of the global vaccination campaign, the death rate increased by about 47% relative to the year prior

to that campaign. Very effective indeed.
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

https://youtu.be/qEcvUk28jkU   Trudeau Pledging Canada's Support To WEF You better give back your bribe money turd as Canada

doesn’t want your new world order.  FREEDOM is not having a governments rule over you, governments are paid servants of the people

not servants of some rich elites
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michael2020
Joined On 10/15/2016 10:23:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

TRUDEAU IS A DESIGNATED "YOUNG LEADER" BY THE WEF. NOTICE WHAT THESE "ELITES" DO WHEN FACED WITH POTENTIAL

EXPOSURE TO MASSES OF THE PUBLIC? IT'S THEIR BIGGEST FEAR BUT FEW PEOPLE KNOW THIS...THEY FEAR BEING OVERRUN BY

THE MASSES. I HAVE SUGGESTED BEFORE IF YOU PUBLISH A LIST OF HOME ADDRESSES OF THE ELITE WHO ARE PERPETRATING

THIS MASS PSYCHOSIS YOU'LL BE TURNING THE TABLES ON THEM. PEOPLE ALL OVER THE WORLD WILL CONGREGATE OUTSIDE

THEIR DOORS. EVEN IF NON-VIOLENT (AND IT SHOULD BE) THIS IS THEIR GREATEST FEAR....IT WHY THEY DIVIDE US AND SET US

AGAINST EACHOTHER. THEIR GREATEST FEAR.
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NoGMOforme
Joined On 11/2/2012 2:54:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am with the truckers 100% and here in NH I have put a Freedom Convoy sign on my car! You can watch on youtube the live streams by

Ottawalks, he is the BEST walking around the whole city 2 or 3 times per day. You can see with your own eyes exactly what is going on.

There is so much support, dancing, hugging, and love there. Also it's what's NOT being said that should raise eyebrows! The Gov. is NOT

saying a word about "super spreader event" "nobody has a mask". All of a sudden "covid" is not a problem, but it has been the last 2

years? Hmmm makes you think they knew they were lying to the world. I've been watching Ottawalks for 14 days now and feel like I'm in

Ottawa. Make sure to click on Ottawalks (powered by PrismLiveStream) as others are stealing his content. Last night he went to

100,000 subscribers!! He is showing the WORLD the TRUTH walking amongst the truckers and supporters.
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Lee1941
Joined On 1/4/2010 12:34:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good article from Mercola, however I must say “duh”….. why don’t people already sense the manipulation?
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theoriginalmom
Joined On 7/8/2014 8:11:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A good satire site is AwakenWithJP. He has excellent scripts. I love his skit about how people should be lifejacket-ed so his lifejacket

will work.
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LoriJean
Joined On 5/14/2008 11:47:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, Dr. Mercola, for posting this article about the Canadian Truckers. We appreciate this very much here in Canada.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Noting that you can't End (I can't End) up-to-date info on the Trucker's Freedom Convoy on Google. Bitchute.com has recent uploads,

just hours old.
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Kalolapearl
Joined On 10/16/2013 6:12:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course, I know, I live in Ottawa. So glad you are Enally reporting the Canadian initiative led by the truckers and inpuencing the world. I

am proud to be a Canadian and having access to the truth thanks to you DR. MERCOLA!
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BadKitty86
Joined On 8/21/2021 2:07:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And in response, the chief medical oXcer in BC, Bonnie Henry, just increased mandates. She released a LONG list of medical

professionals that will have to take the vaccine to keep their licences including chiropractors, naturopaths… pure evil.
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JohnJohn20
Joined On 4/12/2013 1:15:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Visualize the removal of evil people from political oXce and power. Do it throughout the day.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

grrrrr.... makes me livid!..... they must be concerned. It has to be stopped. Naturopaths must be sickened. They would NEVER

take any jab nor for their children.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 9:55:27 AM
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depadoo
Joined On 4/24/2009 8:11:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't read about this either  odysee.com/@Fingerbob:c/Day-One-of-The-Court-of-Public-Opinion-Grand-J..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 9:06:53 AM
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Lionel11
Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Message to Govt Tyrants everywhere unless they cease and desist. History may not repeat but does rhyme. Lest ye stop the

shennanigans of murderous depopulation and slavery beware the words of Robspierre: OFF WITH THEIR HEADS!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 8:28:17 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

linda47
Joined On 6/16/2011 10:57:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We will win.......God is on our side!!! Amen!!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 7:48:06 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The issue is not the vaccines, nor is it the masks or before that the social distancing. The concern is that, if the elites get away with this,

what will they try to get away with next? If they can scan your phone for evidence of the jab, they can scan it for antiracism training or a

proper attitude toward sodomy and transvestitism, or for disdain for Christianity and suXcient tolerance of Mohammed or Satan,

willingness to accept that he is she and she is he or any compliance with any other decree or exaction of progressivism and marxism.

The illegitimate criminal traitor regime here and the Chicom puppet government in Canada are both prepared and now preparing to use

the police power of the state and the force of the military to force obedience and then to remove those who are disobedient or likely to

become so. In America and in Canada, if you're not a wokester you are a trucker.

Denial of Natural Immunity
in Vaccine Mandates
Unprecedented
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Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 5:53:49 AM
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, true, it's very much about general freedom and that of our progeny, but it *is* about the vaccines. Forced russian roulette

injections to keep a job or go to the store is worse than murder, it's slow physical, mental, and emotional torture ending in

...murder. ~Keep on Truckin'~

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 6:11:41 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've heard of a few incidents where someone crossed the land border and the border guard didn't have to ask for proof of the jab

as of course, the body is hooked up to their internet. ..... they just knew before they even had driven up to the window. How

disgusting and evil is that???....

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 10:11:41 AM
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am curious to see how the US convoy turns out. In the city where I work downtown (I live outside of the city limits) truckers were

planning a convoy on the highways going into the downtown area last summer, I believe. The mayoral clown advised that all who

participated would be immediately arrested (although it is only a minor misdemeanor to impede traXc). So, the convoy never

happened. However, when the paid-for antifa @$$holes, after rioting (yes, RIOTING) downtown walked onto the eight-lane highway and

completely stopped traXc, NOTHING happened to them.

Nothing. I would not be surprised if WaDC pulls the same crap as this mayor, especially since the DHS has now declared anyone with

views that oppose the vax narrative and who spread "mis-dis- and mal information" as domestic t@rr@rists. In their recent Natl Terr

Advisory Bulletin, which lasts from Feb. 7, 2022 to June 7, 2022 (look at the timing on this), they stated "These threat actors seek to

exacerbate societal friction to sow discord and undermine public trust in government institutions to encourage unrest, which could

potentially inspire acts of violence." What a joke.

THEY themselves are the ones exacerbating societal friction and causing mis-distrust in govt institutions. So, it will be interesting to

see how this plays out. I guess the powers that be are pouting because the Jan 23rd Defeat the Mandates rally in DC was peaceful and

the "powers" had no "recourse" to arrest anyone. So, there will most likely be a major false pag event to justify whatever the "powers"

plan to do and MSM can continue to spout their big pharm mimicry.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 5:08:02 AM
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trudeau and his ilk are the fringe ones.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ok take heart, mercola readers, stand by for the best laugh of the century so far. I was sent this some weeks ago by a relative and

assumed it was some kind of test of someone’s ability to identify satire from real news as we had been talking about how satirical

comedy and the madness of the ruling cliques were becoming more and more diXcult to tell apart. Scotland’s First Monster

recommended sawing off the bottom half of school doors to stop the spread of coronavirus, if it exists. Spoof or real event? You decide.

Either way, it makes great entertainment especially the Abbot and Costello sketch. Let’s end this farce now. It is beyond satire.

thewhiterose.uk/msm-propagandist-lies
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robertringin
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:30:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gooday, have you seen this, The pie is starting to crumble, Keep well, https://youtu.be/UjuR3vfvoqs
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I avoid youtube because it's part of google.
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Tionico
Joined On 7/14/2017 6:05:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you. This is as things SHOULD have been worldwide from the beginning, but, as has been shown, was not the case. This

man values individual autonomy, makes his position crystal clear, and has the courage to tke a solid stand for EVERYONE'S

rights. Were all Premieres in Canada like him on these things, those truckers would be out making money, spurring on the

economy of Canada and beyond, and making more than enough money to use as YOU please.
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swdhj1
Joined On 6/9/2009 8:10:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let's go Gordon!
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jedikitty
Joined On 1/12/2011 4:12:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These protests would end in a minute - all takes is for Trudeau to cancel the mandates/restrictions. Alas, the egomaniacal sociopath is

so drunk on his perceived power, he'd rather risk a civil war than admit he f*cked up royally. Canadians hate him, and not just for the

whole covid Easco but for the 6 years of him turning Canada into a laughing stock on the world stage. Trudeau's government has

divided the people, killed the economy, pushed thousands of businesses into bankruptcy, and pretty much dismantled our healthcare.

On top of that, he's a big fan of CCP, Antifa and BLM, and cancelling Canadian heritage and culture.
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Gardenbear
Joined On 5/17/2012 7:19:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is still "The Home of the Free", we will not allow oppressors to run roughshod over our rights. There are 7.9 Billion people on earth

vs a few thousand moguls that are directing the oppression attempts. The only way the moguls can win is if we let them. That is not

going to happen.
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Healthbuf
Joined On 11/28/2018 1:55:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How the !@# can ANYONE in their right mind STILL say the"the only way out of this..."?? It's interesting that I've echoed Dr. Mercola et al

in various discussion and received responses ranging from enthusiastic agreement to extreme bias - even violent reluctance to

acknowledge the truth
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beejay3
Joined On 8/8/2009 11:27:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WTG truckers!!!
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SF Bay
Joined On 7/10/2008 1:37:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

another show of support might be to short the stocks of MRNA, BNTX, PFE, JNJ, AZO. I wonder what would happen if there were a

swelling group effort to do that.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has anyone else noticed the obvious lies and weasel-words coming out of the mouths of Canadian politicians? Prob intended to

mislead people and give them false hope. This protest will not be over until ALL mandates are permanently lifted. This needs to be

coded into law and those who have committed crimes against humanity prosecuted. Hold the line and do not accept false promises.

 God bless the truckers!
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ababab1
Joined On 7/28/2021 6:00:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder if this will quicken the development of fully autonomous semis. There might be a bunch of evil investors that would be more

than willing to fork over $$$$ to Musk to speed up development. I wonder what kind of mayhem will happen when truckers no longer

have a job, but still have a big note to pay on their big rigs. That could be the shtf that all those preppers are prepping for.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seen this?… t.me/.../210993
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey, Buttigieg! There is a legal way to end the protests. Listen to the truckers and restore liberty. This is the Erst action I have heard of

you taking as head of transportation. It is shameful. Trudeau, you are a commie and a tyrant. Quit obstructing the will of the people!

apnews.com/article/coronavirus-pandemic-business-health-detroit-canada..  Time for parliament to boot Trudeau and congress to

remove Biden. However, that would only be a start. Many more politicians and industry collaborators need to be removed from oXce

and brought to justice before we will be safe again.
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matt81ls
Joined On 8/5/2021 5:26:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The part about Google reminds me I should do something about blocking Google Analytics in my web browser. One thing this article

gets wrong: there's certainly ways to do it other than using a VPN - some ad-blocking plugins, or a "hosts Ele" hack, should be able to

block the tracking code from being loaded. A search on any search engine, probably even including Google, for something like "how to

block Google Analytics", will probably End instructions for multiple ways.
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Hanmer
Joined On 7/30/2010 4:25:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NEW ZEALAND CONVOY AND PROTEST FOOTAGE WILL BE ON jOE ROGAN AT SOME POINT
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mahagerm
Joined On 3/1/2012 5:03:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doctors and Scientists Speak Out In Ottawa…… www.facebook.com/.../277595407792498
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rdneufch
Joined On 2/10/2022 4:27:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has givesendgo actually sent the truckers actual money yet?
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mahagerm
Joined On 3/1/2012 5:03:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MSM in the States may be quiet about the Truckers’ Freedom Convoy in Canada but not so with the liars up here. CBC and CTV need to

be charged for the disgusting lies they’re trying to convey to Canadians. Of course they still have a small following of “believers” but a

far larger percentage of Canadians listen to EPOCHTIMES, REBEL NEWS, LIFESITENEWS - news agencies that provide complete

honesty with what’s going on. Yes, protests of people do little to impact politicians but this convoy certainly does. For two horriEc years

we Canadians have followed all the ridiculous draconian “new rules” dictated by our very, very far left-wing Prime Minister. BUT NO

MORE - DISHONESTY AND COERCION HAVE REACHED THE POINT OF NO RETURN!!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Earth Know Justin is a pedo criminal bullsh!tter... But the facts still remain..5G is still the 'Weapon of Choice' for eradicating billions or

'Useless feeders' or you and me...by the NEW World Odour gang of pedos and killers...just more SCUM like Trudour ,Biden and Sorus.etc

etc etc.. 5G is here to KILL  Just ask why the Governments of Earth are quietly pushing to get 5G installed? and why is Public

government involved at the tune of over a 100$billion? In US.and it's all government worldwide?? and it surely isn't so your phone work

better...or Johnnies games are faster.....It's here to COOK your asses...using Graphene Oxide that in your Jabbed asses..and now the

newest. >>>  news.mit.edu/.../polymer-lightweight-material-2d-0202  << and this will eventually get pumped into YOU with a 'Jab" to

"protect you" from some other IMAGINARY virus of some ABSURD Variant..

As You can see Covid and Omicron and variants are 100% PURE BULLDH!T LIE!!!!....its ALL people People reaction to 5G and assorted

Radiation from RF/EMF sources..4G 5G and assorted RF from Microwave ovens , T^V ,cell phone..and a thousand other sources..like all

the safety stuff in your cars and TRUCKS....and if you think Im BSing ya..take a RF Meter inside you TRUCK or car and see the

EXCESSIVE RF aimed at YOU the Driver of Passengers...GO LOOK!~ and you will End you are virtually being FRYED while Driving!!!!!!!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So when a persom feels sick of ill....the Erst thing they do is run to some ER hospital to FIX THEM !!!!....talk about absurd!!! In my

eyes there is NO Covid..No Omicron..NO variants..NO!!!!!! its ALL a person's reaction to 5G... RF Poisoning/EMF overdosing have

the same 'symptoms " as the imaginary Covid or the omicron or any variants ..and its so well OVER Advertised....and Advertising

is PROPAGANDA ...BrainWashing.... when do people Enally understand that they are being virtually COOKED..FACTS are your

Microwave Oven Operate at 2.45 GHZ frequency...same frequency you cell phone operated on and many games and wireless.and

WiFi...on or around the 2.45 GHZ frequency..

Hummmmm..........same a 5G.....but 5G can change frequencies much the same way you can change channels on you CB radio

or TV or radio and Hams on their Transmitters....Hummmmm..... Now 5G can change Freq to anywhere from .500 MGZ to 300

GHz...and that is a wideband of coverage.....and each Frequency has a different effector a living tissue ...brain or liver of muscles

or heart.or ?......each body is different..but 5G can cover all f those known frequencies .....thes are KNOWN facts....DARPA and

may other nations usage and knowledge of this has been shared and used for 50+ years...
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jr3261
Joined On 8/14/2021 11:22:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will happily tighten my belt to support freedom and the truckers. Look out for dirty tricks to make it appear that the truckers are 'bad

people'.   TRUCK YEAH !
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dolycebrownyahoo.ca
Joined On 2/10/2022 4:00:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The organizers should leave Facebook and join GETTR or GAB or FRANK where they won't be shut down.
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where’s Trudo cartoon dailysceptic.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/IMG_20220210_083416_296-16..
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Funny man JP Sears take on GFM. www.youtube.com/watch
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Hanmer
Joined On 7/30/2010 4:25:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NEW ZEALAND ALSO IS PROTESTING AND HAD A CONVOY FROM THE TOP OF THE NORTH ISLAND AND THE BOTTOM OF THE

SOUTH ISLAND MEETING IN WELLINGTON AT PARLIAMENT FOR PEACFUL PROTEST SINCE FEBRUARY THE 7TH. Police were very

heavy handed yesterday and dragged protesters out and arrested them, and the media saying protesters were violent. Peaceful tents

set up with families on the lawn of Parliament House.  ON going.
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jrh6690
Joined On 5/14/2017 8:42:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yesterday I read an article about trudeau being the illegitimate son of Fidel Castro!
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Ceyarreckz
Joined On 7/15/2011 11:26:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wait,... what!? " have tested positive for COVID" ????? for,.. someone whom advocates having the poison injected into everyone(else's?)

blood, who themselves would have been vacc'd, but, somehow,.. mysteriously,.. Mr. Mega Super Immune Vacc Dude,... actually got

infected?!?! /e looks aghast!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

here is Justin T at his best ........and he is The Prime Minister of Canada... youtu.be/8bGVNPw9R8o&ab_channel=CTVNews  and his

wonderful father Eliot planetaryliberation.community/2021/08/15/the-canadian-cabal-pedophilia..  and While Justin was being

"educated' while he had a roomate  >>  historyheist.com/canadian-pm-justin-trudeaus-former-roommate-arrested-..   My My...what a

Wonderful , Loving Family..... honest and fun loving.... yeah...typical political activities....while million work to pay these "things' spend

millions in taxes ??? WTF?????
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mrrob the last link doesn’t work. Spread the truth, and victims speak out. People need to know what they do to children.

Pedophiles! and Canadians are stupid to think that government won’t indoctrinate their children, for $10/day daycare. If I had

children I wouldn’t let doctors or government near them ever. We need to repeal the income tax act as it was supposed to be

temporary and the government is misusing tax dollars for their personal beneEt. Donating to the Clinton foundation really. The

pedo that was seen on several occasions on Epstein island.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

historyheist.com/canadian-pm-justin-trudeaus-former-roommate-arrested-..  works here kanajelly........I just opened it....it was

slow
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So kanajelly........it looks like Justin is Castro Ruz kid  >

 medium.com/@leibowitt/of-course-Edel-castro-is-justin-trudeaus-dad-no..  But the kid justin was raised by a pedo Eliot.....

 historylessonsdeleted.blogspot.com/2018/12/pierre-trudeau-was-communis..  and think ......this is the kinda sh!t running

Canada..
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like father like son Both destroyed or as in the turds case destroying their countries with elite communists
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

emfcommunity.com/darpas-5g-end-game-for-humanity

 www.defense.gov/News/Releases/Release/Article/2376743/dod-announces-60..  ...............

 themillenniumreport.com/2019/05/darpas-5g-end-game-for-humanity/   >>>>>>>>>>>>

www.batteryblog.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/DARPA-Hydrogel-Use-As-5G..  << more that will eventually be pumped in your

arm to "protect you" from some imaginarg Covids scam... the Point is 5G is the real cause of all this 'Covid and onicon' and

 assorted assumed 'viruses'  Understand RF/EMF radiation overdoses are same symptoms as these imaginary 'Virus attacks"

.......

and the Erst thing when a person feel Ill or Sick....we Run off to some ER Hospital screaming its omicrom of covid...Boo hoo....

DURRR...wake up Baby !!! get you head out of the brainwashing and overdosed ADVERTISING .... You been over Irradiated by

5G....or some other excessive source of EMF radiation........
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aminahyaquin
Joined On 10/24/2020 7:47:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WOW!! How Brilliant!! Freedom Convoys protecting us all from government overreach and tyrrany !! JUst wow!! God Bless all of those

who are helping to preserve our freedoms. Dr Mercola, thank you for your courageous contributions .
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Ceyarreckz
Joined On 7/15/2011 11:26:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yes, they ARE making a stand,... but notice the subtle technological movement towards "automated shipping" that has been

underway for so many years,... as though, somehow,.. they knew the power Truckers had, and wanted to castrate them too,...
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Darkhorse1100
Joined On 12/20/2021 10:48:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

sp.rmbl.ws/.../YG1cd.caa.rec.mp4  Listen to who we have at our helm.Fringe minority eh?
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EricJC
Joined On 5/25/2011 5:13:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so proud of our Truckers. That is not Trudeau in the pictures, like Biden he is an actor. Just search duckduckgo.com for "is justin

trudeau in jail". Those cell phones with your data now are another EMF danger bombarding us.
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kstordygmail.com
Joined On 10/17/2020 12:05:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Our Corrupt Politicians, PM, Media who is owned by Trudeau need to Go!!! Parliament and Canadian Citizens for a Non-ConEdence

Vote. Canada is on the World Stage to set the precedent. Get the Tyrannical Drama Teacher out of Power !
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justbev2
Joined On 4/25/2015 12:36:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This was actually on FOX News regarding the truckers - https://youtu.be/itP651NxjEM
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We can help the truckers by writing the Canadian Consulate in the USA to protest the treatment of their citizens: Street Address 501

Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C., U.S.A., 20001 Telephone 1-844-880-6519 Fax (202) 682-7738 Email

ccs.scc@international.gc.ca Internet www.canada.ca/Canada-In-Washington  Facebook Embassy of Canada in Washington, D.C. Twitter

@CanEmbUSA You can End the individual states consulate at travel.gc.ca/.../united-states .
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Sherryld
Joined On 1/18/2019 8:54:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Press conference in Ottawa last night:  youtu.be/ikA5MJ1yRvQ&t=277s
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cjohnstonexedyusa.com
Joined On 4/13/2013 12:11:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YOU GO TRUCKER CONVOYS! Fox News has discussed for a week, the ONLY real News!
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kanajelly
Joined On 5/21/2018 10:29:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Justin Trudeau’s half-brother says Canadian truckers are protesting against ‘house of cards of lies’ https://youtu.be/KkNvcyopNW8  

Trudeau it’s time to go, Canadians don’t like you or your mandates. The people will never forget the tyranny you have created. I will

never forgive you Trudeau, my nephew killed himself because of your restrictions and the loss of his job. Trudeau you are a stinky piece

of ***! https://youtu.be/R8Y8r-qpO5Y   Liberal MPs are Turning on Justin Trudeau - Freedom Convoy 2022  Brian Denison Address To

Police OXcers | Freedom Convoy Feb.8, 2022 https://youtu.be/LXO4shLRIvw   Police OXcers everywhere, please listen to Brian

Denison. Denison was the Erst Canadian Police OXcer (Calgary Police Services) to speak publicly about the illegal mandates
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sure! “A small fringe minority” said Trudeau, and then used the “convenience” of COVID to hide! How ironic! The truckers: c’est une fait

accomplît, n’est pas? En masse.
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mnanos
Joined On 11/27/2012 3:46:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let the truckers continue working and let them make up their own minds on what treatments they want. The fast-tracked Covid vaccine

should be a choice, not a mandate. Anything with a risk attached to it should always be a choice. Governments need to let the truckers

do their jobs and keep mandates out of their faces.
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tendeleo
Joined On 6/15/2014 10:55:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fidel Castro.
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makaziza
Joined On 1/21/2021 2:30:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I applaud the bravery of many people Eghting for a better world. Unfortunately, things will not get better. We entered the “ end times'' of

biblical prophecy. To be precise, now we are in Revelation 13:11. “And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had

two horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon.” This Second Beast is America. The USA Ets the description given to the lamblike,

two-horned beast. It starts off like a lamb and later speaks like a dragon. The two horns represent church and state, which will unite in

the last days to persecute God’s people.

Verse 12 continues by warning us that the USA will cause all who dwell on the earth to worship the Papacy (the Erst beast) by enforcing

leading papal doctrine - Sunday. This means that papal doctrines will be legislated. For this to happen, the US Constitution will have to

be ignored or further amended, since it presently forbids the legislation of religious laws. Unless the Constitution is suspended, popular

feeling must be swayed in order to permit such laws. America is rapidly becoming a global policeman, getting involved in all parts of the

world in the name of freedom and justice.

Political correctness takes place. Evil is called good and good evil. Our freedoms and our economy became the worst casualties of the

Covid pandemic. The truth is being hidden, the media lies, the searches are censored, truth tellers are smeared, doctors are deceived or

coerced into offering bad services. Unconstitutional mandates are taking place. Thousands are losing jobs. Joblessness will be

followed by hunger then large scale social unrest and war could well follow too.
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theoriginalmom
Joined On 7/8/2014 8:11:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Websites with 'cookies' are also surveillance sites and should be banned (the cookies.) I don't want or need them 'to enhance my

shopping experience'.
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Kanadian45
Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so proud of my fellow Canadians, especially the truckers at this moment in time.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

me too!... I so wish I could be there in the street!.. not a fan of cold being from the west coast of Canada, we're such babies about

that.. lol....
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JohnJohn20
Joined On 4/12/2013 1:15:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Daily visualize the removal of wicked people from power.
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Absolutely!!.. Imagining a GIANT street party and all of us dancing and hugging when justice is served around the world!... can

you imagine????
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quantumfome
Joined On 1/18/2010 4:17:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did you also know that "go fund me" stole millions of dollars donated to the Canada Trucker's movement? Can they do that, was that in

the Ene print (if we don't like your ideas we take your money and give it to someone else"?) Any lawyers out there wanting to take on a

class action for thousands of truckers?
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I got my refund luckily. Monsters!!!.......
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've heard once the weather is decent, the bikers will be descending en masse.. ;-) They aren't quite as large as truckers but a few

Harleys revving for hours at a time would be SAVAGE!!!... ;-)
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GFM initially stated that they were going to donate the funds to other causes and that people who donated should apply to get

their donations refunded. However, the easiest way for donors to get their money back was to submit a claim via their card

company that would then charge GFM $15 per claim. GFM quickly backtracked and refunded donors automatically to prevent a

massive monetary loss. See funny man JP Sears taking the mickey. https://youtu.be/ckgPc7bfXFM
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groovy
Joined On 3/27/2008 9:59:06 AM
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Don’t need truckers, why not shut down the farmers, manufacturers, hospitals (don’t need them)builders, trains, planes because we

have lots of people to run the country, keep the guns and junk food… jeez people don’t be so ridiculous.. you can make choices we live

in the most wonderful country in the world. CANADA!!! If you can do better step up..
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groovy
Joined On 3/27/2008 9:59:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like a fun kindergarten trip, let’s decorate and March like little kids. I guess everyone should run for government even little kids.

Running a country is like playing house when you are 2-10 years old. What a frightening thought, let the general pop run things.
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Ceyarreckz
Joined On 7/15/2011 11:26:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SPOILER ALERT: Due to the fact that for so many generations so many have been raised to never grow up, to never take

responsibility, to never clean up after themselves, et al. that MANY in present-day leadership positions ARE little children. (if

anyone needs further proof: just look at those four years we in the u.s. had to endure of infantile mannerisms and actions from a

Rump Roast in OXce.)
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Be aware. Ottawa PD has ordered 4 busses and is advertising for drivers to operate them this evening.
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mar868855
Joined On 11/28/2016 7:39:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reading this made me burst out into spontaneous tears of emotion, whole body shaking: "Inspired and encouraged by the Canadian

trucker movement, truckers in other countries are now organizing their own Freedom Convoys. In Europe, a European Freedom Convoy

will meet up in Brussels, February 14, 2022, and remain there “until vaccination passports and associated restrictions are abolished”

across the European Union"
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Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Hunga Tonga undersea volcano created a tsunami wave, a sound wave, and an earthquake wave. Each state-of-matter provided a

unique medium through which the energy could travel. The point is that all waves, it seems, require an aetherial media: water is media;

air is media; earth is media; audio and video is also media, and for the same reason (let electric media provide the "Ere.") The

Freedom-Convoy Parliament Hill protest in Ottawa is a volcanic eruption for sure. But without media there is no wave.
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hopkinsc328gmail.com
Joined On 11/13/2021 7:32:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, it is not happening in the us.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not yet.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wait til March. (will need to do your own homework on this one).
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The real power resides with the people.
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

True. Unfortunately, they are manipulated by the masters to give it away.
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sti2434
Joined On 9/11/2019 6:00:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Notice that "individual" is becoming synonymous with "terrorist"?
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If a person does not know where to watch and learn at this point in time they are not paying attention or are just sheep like Sotomayor

and get their info from MSM. Fox has done a great job of following the happenings north of the border
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jeanjo
Joined On 11/27/2010 2:17:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GiveSendGo will donate money to the Canadian truckers. Unlike GoFundMe GSG does not get a percentage of the donations but they

will except a free-will donation.
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AnjPer
Joined On 1/24/2017 12:27:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They're also planning a lorry driver's convoy here in France this weekend, all heading towards Paris.
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jud547
Joined On 7/1/2011 10:29:31 AM
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I am off to demo Brighton UK Saturday 12th Feb 1pm, by derelict pier
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ghcnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This ‘secret’ surveillance started back in the 60’s & 70’s, maybe sooner. I think I posted this before; but I recall Tricky *** responding to

the question about surveillance and monitoring over TV cable systems where they could view you even with TV off, instant on (!?) is

always on. As he shook his jowls back and forth “Oh we would never use it.”  Ever wonder why you can no longer remove the battery

from phone (always on). Celia Farbers’ newsletter today states ‘ Department of Homeland Security Seeks to Thwart American Freedom

Convoy’ … so much for peaceful gatherings. The ‘brain’ in your vehicle sends data to the loop in the roadways, more tracking. Welcome

to the 60’s.
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His name was Richard and D ??? is not profanity. So Ell in the blank.
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groovy
Joined On 3/27/2008 9:59:06 AM
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Who would want to be in power at this time, it doesn’t really matter what you do it’s going to be a problem. I know many people that have

been vaccinated and vaccinated getting Covid is not a great thing to get. Each person I know has been very ill, some have ended up in

the hospital. Instead of thinking about truckers that have been vaccinated which is a large percentage to those who haven’t and those

who have come on to Canadian soil to complain and upset people who are trying to get sleep at night and go to work No one is thinking

about what that must be like I do know several people in Ottawa in the neighbourhood saying it is just unbelievable. So let’s just keep on

picking up people who are in power and maybe put ourselves in their place there is no right way apparently. Glad I am not in that

place.Try to be a little bit kind..
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No! It's not time to be "a little bit kind." They attacked us unprovoked. They can pound salt.
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oppressors are not treated kindly, if history is any guide. Fauci ites will soon be removed, arrested and some executed.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You do understand that neurological disorders diagnosis's went up over 1,000 percent in 2021 as compared to the 5 years prior??

timenewsdesk.com/2022/01/military-whistleblowers-report-1000-rise-in-n..  Do you like the idea of mandates? Are you OK with

losing freedom? You could become the Erst victim of a truck accident due to the Truck Driver suffering from some neurological

disorder caused by the jabs.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 7:20:52 AM
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JohnJohn20
Joined On 4/12/2013 1:15:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are killing us with biological and chemical warfare.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 9:50:52 AM
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’ve been following since the beginning of their traveling through Canada on the Telegram. I haven’t missed on event. Then as i spoke on

what is happening, i am stunned at how many do not know anything about this; they didn’t even know it was going on; and that the

convoy idea is spreading into Europe. It is clear evidence that you can End truth by not going to the main stream anything.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 5:55:16 AM
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

me too.. going to go look now to see what happened overnight. The Jerry can videos were epic. ;-) Viva Frei does some amazing

on the street feeds too.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/10/2022 10:09:37 AM
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ejf908
Joined On 3/10/2021 9:55:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks as always Dr. Mercola. I never looked up Jimmy Dore…did not know his belief in the shots. I End it a bit condescending to

maintain that the shots are great but “we’ll allow” you your freedom of choice. This is typical of the distortion propaganda generates.

There is some strange game of “make believe” that there are no side effects. The Columbia U study deduced the number 187,000 mean

estimate of vaccine fatalities in the US, Feb to Aug ‘21. They analyzed the positive regression between all-cause mortality and vaccine

doses by age group and weeks post-vax. The spikes in casualties for weeks 0 to 5 for all age groups eliminates the confusion between

regression and cause&effect.

We’re not even discussing serious injuries yet … merely death. An extrapolation to 200k for the full year is more than reasonable.  So,

with effective treatments, especially at home but also in-hospital if needed…if unfettered by the CDC/Fauci rendesivire protocol…what

possible reason is there to accept the shots? I’ve bugged Steve Kirsch to comment on the CU study (but only in the comment section of

his newsletter that he did not likely see.) Something tells me the NYT did not bring it up.
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Debstany
Joined On 9/2/2019 8:51:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I applaud the truckers and after listening to the biased propaganda and lies about ivermectin on public radio yesterday, it is good to

know that there are others in the world working to keep our freedoms. Hip hip hooray for democratic freedom everywhere!
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cam7371
Joined On 6/21/2020 1:35:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This reminds me of an old joke where different parts of the body had an argument on who was most important. The brain and the heart

seemed to feel that they were at the top. However when the bowels decided to protest and back things up it affected every body part to

the point of them accepting that the bowels were central to survival.
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tv3170
Joined On 3/25/2010 12:21:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jimmy Dore may not fully understand what achieving optimum health like Dr. Mercola and those reading this article do, but Jimmy Dore

also has to be careful not to get cancelled. Can't blame him.
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marvsannes
Joined On 12/25/2020 4:35:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

About 40 yrs. ago, the US trucking found a better model by making lots of our operators owners. I think that's what changed the

"Science". US truckers follow the Canucks and this think would freeze up in a day. We owe those Canucks, eh?
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Catz21
Joined On 4/27/2021 2:51:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FYI - there is a trucker convoy set for March 4 from California to DC. From Coachella Valley in Indio, CA. Will include world’s top doctors,

police, EreEghters, military personnel, musicians, journalist, religious, leaders, the public.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Worldwide 1776 coming and the satan worshipers know it. Too many credible people are starting to say that it is an "Alien" invasion? I

am starting to believe it because I am not sure that humans could hate each other as bad as what is going to worldwide. Aliens are

demons, as is told in ALL religious texts and holy books.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For his part in crimes against humanity Trudeau should suffer the fate of that other dictator Nicolae Ceausescu.
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM
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perhaps we let him off with just spending the rest of his life in a diaper in a crib licking a sucker in public.
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Firstly, though, all 3 'actual' jabs and a booster just for good measure. Because it's for the good of everyone. ;-)
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United We Stand. Today, Canadians showed who they are! The left can’t deal with it!!  https://youtu.be/Sn_ROE0dJGM
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O!!!...CANADA!!! Bravo Canada!!! Thank You Canada!!! I'm so proud to be A Canadian!!!
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Truckers are the real hero's of this world they have the guts to stand up for what they belive is true freedom they are not sheeple that

accept all the garbage the media or authorities spout as truth and if i go hungry in support of the truckers then so be it there are other

means to obtain supplies long live true freedom of oppression from tyrannicle goverments which most countrys have since time began

the day is coming when the peoples of the world will rise with one voice and say no no more oppression but the best bit is they will do it

with no violence the only people committing violence will be the goverment stooges and then we will see who the true heroes are as a

matter of fact another true hero is mr dr mercola thank you truckers and dr mercola for everything you have done or are doing to Eght

oppression.
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GiveSendGo is crowdfunding support for the Freedom Convoy since GoFundMe failed.
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BC has also doubled down today and declared ALL health care, even alternative, will have to be poisoned by mid March. Naturopaths

must feel SICK inside as they would NEVER poison themselves or their children. No idea where this is headed but it will most likely start

an underground movement of sorts. Of course the naturopaths, massage therapists, acupuncturists and others could move to avoid

this but where? Truckers around the world are Eghting for us and there are SO many of us and SO few of them. Enough is enough!..
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"Docere" (doctor) comes from the Latin verb "to teach". Those NDs who refuse to be vaccinated must now become more involved

as teachers and health educators, so people learn to take care of themselves and their families. They can write, produce videos

and act as "research assistants" when people have questions. In doing so, they may reach even more people and support the

resistance. I doubt there is a law against saying, "I would like to see you do such-and-such because this research shows there are

good results" --handing "the patient" a print out of a study. Use words such as "based upon my education, experience and

observation, this is what I have learned that I can share with you." "This is how the protocol works." "This is the traditional manner

of using the remedy." To a certain extent, some practitioners may also be able to practice as "spiritual counselors", although with

a limited scope of practice.

As for underground movements, those who know the history of naturopathy know that within the lifetime of many people still

walking this planet, many brave natural healers were imprisoned for their actions in helping people in the days before they were

state licensed. It may come to that again. In my own experience with cancer, I recall an MD bringing in meds from Canada that

were illegal in the US. He never slept in the same place 2 nights in a row and knew all the back roads where ranchers owned

property on both sides of the border.

There was also a network of individuals and families collecting natural remedies from the wild. Occasionally, a life would be

saved and a family member working in the hospital system would reciprocate by providing some sort of covert support. This

might mean ordering meds or making certain equipment avail. It would be the MDs who would show up in the dark of night, with

a hoodie and park a block away if a family member was seriously ill and they thought you might cure them when they knew

standard medicine could not. Fear...
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Just Do what they want and let’s restore peace, there seems to be no choice now but to go with people who are more interested and

causing trouble in other peoples countries each country should look after themselves, but for gods sake don’t disagree
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Controlled dissidence detected. The convoy was organized by the CIA. In what seems to be something that was already planned since

the beginning of the plandemic. The theory, and not just from us, is that it may be to create a scenario of food and supply shortages in

the U.S. and Canada and the blame to be placed on the truckers. And on the fact that they protested. But what if it brings positive

results? On the surface, yes, and that's what we have to keep in mind and watch closely. However, there are elements that are extremely

suspicious, such as the fact that they are being allowed to organize to this degree. So the focus of the protests is there.

So they no longer do protests elsewhere or do not engage in any other kind of resistance because it is already there. Same formula

used with Trump, with what they said about doing nothing and trusting the plan. And this gives people a breathing space and a hope of

change for the better, and that's exactly what they want because what's coming now is a supply shortage or something similar and the

protesters will be blamed and not the governments. And people will not be able to see it. This is part of how they proceed, cause

problem-reaction-solution... followed by very strong restrictions to then give them periods of hope that will come in various forms, not

just "relaxation" of restrictions.

To then cause the found freedom to create a new problem which will need more government regulations (like with truckers). That's what

I see. That's what the CIA does, it's always them. Even if it's the Mossad, MI6 or whatever intelligence, everything is coordinated by the

CIA because all those organizations are or are made to protect the interests of the Illuminati-Cabal. They are all just arms of the same

CIA, hence the letter C of CIA for Central Intelligence Agency. It does not mean only of the United States, but Worldwide, as it is with the

Vatican.  odysee.com/.../truckconvoy:c
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I agree. The plandemic was to test compliance. Force people to depend on digital services at home. Get information on their

passwords and accounts. Every week there is a distraction. Klaus Schwab, WEF, has stated that the next crisis will be a cyber

attack. All systems go o�ine, and when they come back up, your bank accounts have been moved to the Fed bank. Retail banks

will be gone. Another Greece, where the government withdraws however much they want. The vaxxes will kill off millions of

people and create a health care crisis where those that live will have disease and no treatment. This is only the beginning. 99%

are clueless as to what is coming. I don’t believe it’s good for any of us.

This was never about science, but about political science. Dr. Malone says, “very soon there will be hundreds of health oXcials

saying, “It was your choice. No one made you take it”. Fauci stated that he believes that the vaccines won’t be required for 4-5

years. What a turnaround. Since he is under scrutiny and possibly arrest, he’s trying whatever he can to get on the good side of

the population. If he doesn’t go to prison, but is allowed to retire, that will tell you that there are no repercussions for any of the

harm he has done. If his lies have no accountability, then we are never going to get any power, least of all freedom back. Either

way, it’s a very scary future for us all.
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It's sad to say but what you're saying makes more sense then the trucker's convoy leading us to freedom from the Cabal who are

implementing a New World Order. This gives them the opportunity to collect more data on people to assign a social credit score.

 I know there are some people on the front line who are legitimately Eghting for the cause, but I don't think Trudeau's WEF goals

are going to be thwarted by this demonstration. On the UKColumn they say their healthcare system is being completely

dismantled. Having made the population sick from the vaxx they will now deny them treatment. It's horrifying to think about the

evil they have perpetrated against us.
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The truth is always behind the curtain. "Deception is the Erst rule of warfare." - Sun Tzu, The Art of War.
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Interesting theory but this movement grew from the power of the HUMAN spirit. How else can we explain the effect it’s having

worldwide?
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@Kanadian45, That's exactly the idea. Everyone is ecstatic because SOMETHING HAPPENS after so much 'injustice' and no one

is able to notice that, in reality, everything is a manipulation. They play with human feelings to achieve their goal.
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Follow the money, this is all coming from the U.S. insurrectionists. The majority of Canadians do not feel this way as they are largely

vaccinated, including truckers. They also do not py Trump and Confederate pags. This is not a Canadian revolt like they want you to

believe. This type of stupidity only serves to hurt commerce and the good people of Canada and the U.S.
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It was amusing to see local news sources whining about one Confederate pag?.. What does that matter in Canada?.. lol....
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banned.video/watch  Did you all see this??!!.. this comedian was bragging about all of her shots and that Jesus still loved her, mocking

him... watch to see....look at her face.!.. crazy!!
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Absolutely prophetic.
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Someone made reference to this going back to Genesis and I wanted to append this link to that comment but I can't End it now. But will

say this is a podcast that is blowing me away with interesting info and insights into the big picture still playing out start with this one

and go to the rest through the drop down list from old to new for the start of many episodes the Erst two or three discuss angels and

demons and the halloween episode particularly interesting after this one www.ancientfaith.com/.../land_of_giants
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It is now being said that NM-D Sen. Ben Ray Lujan's stroke is vax related:

letsgobrandonews.org/49-year-old-u-s-senator-who-suffered-tragic-strok..
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Who the heck is "Letsgobrandon.org"? Please watch your sources.
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From a prevous Mike Adams' article. How did you miss that??? letsgobrandonews.org/.../mike-adams
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anyone recommend a good VPN to use? I'm still pondering which one. Thanks for any suggestions.
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Go onto CNET.com, look up their suggestions for your O/S - some have the ability to work on a smart phone as well as your

laptop or desktop. Lotsa decisions and cost variables.
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Www.ProtonMail.com
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The Western world has been voting psychopaths into power for decades. I fail to see how a convoy of truckers, led by feminists,

corrects that.  This does not strike me as an organic uprising, but one contrived by the Cabal. Part of the extensive planning and

positioning they have been creating for decades. Surely they have anticipated these events. The Canadian government will call it a

siege, like the US government called the protests of January 6 an insurrection, and imprison the leaders without due process. Do you

think Trudeau is above using force on a disarmed populace? I expect the bad guys have planned for such an event and have things well

in hand. Come election time, Canadians, as well as the rest of the Western world, will vote into power another group of psychopaths.

The West's problems are not political, they are cultural. We are no longer a people worthy of freedom. But a mob of self-serving, moral

anarchists who need to be managed. No God = No God-given rights.
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Yes, why even vote? Supposedly, when monarchy were replaced by republics, our masters thought up the party system to give us

the illusion of control. We never had any, ever. It has always been top down, including women’s suffrage and women’s rights. We

have been hoodwinked for much more than decades. www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=sTvVjlgAaGE&fbclid=IwAR0hZ..
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You are a true hero. Do you still believe there is really a virus?
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I have a feeling that this movement is the same as BLM, paid for by the masters to give us more illusions of control we do not have.

Most likely they were going to ease the Covid restrictions anyway, but had to use this for the show per usual. Most revolutions

(including the French ones) were organized by our masters. You have to fool the peasants to continue the exploitation of the masses

unabated. The only thing revolutions do is replace the top of the pyramid, the masses are still exploited by the top. They were planning

to ease the Covid restrictions last summer but due to vaccine hesitancy were delayed.

It is still our masters’ call, not ours. PS. Some of the Canadian pag wavers at the convoy were dressed in black with the Black Lives

Matter sign on their backs. What does this tell you? Sorry guys, out masters are laughing at us.  The great reset of my liking is explained

here, by one of the very few people in whom I have some trust:

www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=Vi9CEGkXHFQ&fbclid=IwAR3Bm..  I removed my “support the truckers” posts from my
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www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&v=Vi9CEGkXHFQ&fbclid=IwAR3Bm..  I removed my “support the truckers” posts from my

Facebook as I now know the fake mess of this.

It reminds me of the initial BLM protests in NYC. It was so organized I couldn’t believe that there are so many people caring about the

killed black people. Now I see they didn’t care, they were paid to care. We live in a sick world. When something is too organized my BS

antennas go up. Jidduh Krishnamurti said it decades ago, you will not End truth in an organization. When you really see this, you

transform. This is also why you will not End truth in organized religion.
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Krishnamurti had this joke. A man is walking with the devil. The devil Ends something on the ground and picks it up. The man

asks what is it the devil found. The devil’s response: “I found truth and now I am going to organize it.” This pretty much sumps it

up. Krishnamurti: “if you want to live truth, you have to learn to stand alone.” You need no encouragement, no support and you

stick up for the truth. This is what Krishnamurti calls integrity. He correctly observed, humans live with no integrity.
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So, what else is next? See Revelation 13 verse 12.  More liberties will be lost and tyranny will follow. When America tramples underfoot

God and His law, it will cease to be good and great. America will become more militant. Revelation 13:12 warns us that it would exercise

all the power of the Erst beast ( the papacy). Without a free America the world will welcome a “reset”, a global political and religious

Beast system to deal with global chaos. The solution is already presented by the Pope in his Laudato Si document. It is a Sunday rest.

Liberty of conscience, which has cost this nation so great a sacriEce, will no longer be respected.

The apostate Protestant church and the government will unite in order to crush out the people who worship God on Sabbath according

to 4th commandment. Sunday laws (the mark of the Beast) will be marketed as the only remedy that can save society from collapse.

The current government's vaccine mandate is just a trial rehearsal for the true “mark”. Getting people to comply was frightfully easy!

Just bombard them with constant, negative images of the virus threat and tell them of imminent death or lack of social mobility.

Under this type of soft tyranny people will comply with restrictive, and sometimes unconstitutional orders. Fear is the motivating factor.

And when the time comes for the Sunday law it, too, will be driven by fear. Pushers will once again use coercion, bribery, and eventually

death threats.  Those of us who are living through these events could be in for a rough ride. So be brave, try to do your bit to awaken

people and stand up for God and His law no matter what cost. This is a SPIRITUAL battle: Good v Evil; Light v Darkness. And, guess

what? LIGHT will prevail.
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There is graphene and self assembling nano tech "routers" IN the C jab. See for yourself truthcomestolight.com  slides shown by

spanish scientists la quinta columna -  internet of bodies and minds....
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I KNOW .. they have done incredible works. Those microscopes don't lie. We should all make t-shirts that say that with a shot of

the microscopic routers they are installing. I do not call it a vaccination as it certainly is NOT that... but instead it is an

installation....
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I will take the Freedom Convoy seriously when the Parliament building is alight like a great bonEre, and Trou de Cul Trudeau and his

Statist ilk in government are given the Ceaucescu treatment in front of it.  Until that happens, the Convoy is just an elongated aggregate

of posturing, honking, slogan-shouting, and pag-waving.
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Send him to Guantanamo Bay and submit him to water-boarding until he confesses to Crimes Against Humanity. Then send him

to N. Korea with a tattoo across his face that says "I HATE KIM JUNG-UN"!
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Don’t know what news you’ve been looking at but it’s all over the Canadian news front page for the past week or so
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